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INTRODUCTION 
The loess-derived soils of southeastern lov/a developed 
under grass vegetation are Included In three major soil 
association areas by Riecken and Smith (I1.6). These soil 
association areas, v/hich include both F/lesonboden'' and 
Drunizeni soil series, are named after important series. 
They are the Mahaska-Talntor, the Grundy-Iialg and the Tama-
Muscatlne areas. Gradational boundaries separate these soil 
association areas as indicated by the state soil association 
map. The soil survey of Jefferson County, in progress for 
several years, involved mapping across the boundary between 
the Mahaska-Taintor and the Grundy-Haig soil association 
areas. 
Soil occurs as a continuous body on the land surface. 
Individuals from this contlnuura are selected for observation 
and study. The soil characteristics at any location are the 
result of the combined infltience of the five genetic factors 
of soil formation: climate, organisms, relief, parent material 
and time. Soil series occuijy areas, not merely points, on 
the land surface (30) and also have depth. The individual 
"J" 
The Wiesenboden great soil group is also termed the 
Htmlc-Gley (57)« 
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soil profiles within a soil aroa arc not exactly alike, and 
thus a soil unit must have a range in properties. The units 
of the soil continuum may often merge from one to another. 
Changes in soil characteristics may be gradxml, and transi­
tional areas between soil units may occur. In some cases 
the properties of several ctiaractoristics may change to-
fjether. At other times the characteristics may not all vary 
in the same manner. This necessitates stud7/ concer'nin;" the 
significant cliaracteristics for delineating soil series. At 
the margins between soil units the soil may have some 
properties more like those of adjacent soil than of the 
central concept of the unit in which it is placed. 
Such problems are involved in the mapping of the Wiesen-
boden soils, the Taintor and Haig series, at the boundary 
between the 'tv/o soil association areas. This study is under­
taken to determine the profile ijroperties of the Wiesenboden 
series of southeastern Iowa and their relationships. In 
addition, it is proposed to investigate the nature of the 
gradatlonal boxindaries of the Taintor and Haig series. If 
areas of Taintoi' series occvir in areas whore Haig series 
predomlnabo, it is proposed to study which factors of soil 
formation vary sufficiently to explain this occurrence. 
Likewise, if areas of Haig soils occur iia areas where Taintor 
soils are predominant, it Is proposed to Investigate 
detailed variations in soil fonning factors, especially 
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drainage and loess thickness, to aid in explaining this 
soil pattern. Stich information would lead to a better 
understanding of the developraent of the soils on the nearly 
level uplands. More precise information concorning these 
series and their occiarrenco would be reflected in the 
ability to prepare more accurate soil maps. 
k 
REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Wiesenboden Groat Soil Group 
The Wleaenbodan soils wero first given great soil group 
status in the revision of soil classification presented by 
Baldwin, Kellogg and Thorp (3) in the 1938 Yearbook of Agri­
culture. They had previously been considered by Marbut (33) 
only at the level of local environment groups in v^hich soil 
characteristics common to the groups were the product of 
local conditions. In the case of the Wiesenboden,soils the 
local conditions are those of poor drainage and lev/ relief. 
The Wiesenboden soils are defined in the glossary of special 
terms in the 193^ Yearbook of Agriculture as "an Intrazonal 
group of soils with dark-brown or black soil high in organic 
matter grading at 6 to 30 inches into gray soil; developed 
under grasses and sedges, mostly in a humid or subhumld 
climate." The intrazonal soils are those with more or less 
well-developed soil characteristics that reflect the domi­
nating influence of some local factor of relief, parent 
material, or age over the "normal" effect of the climate and 
vegetation. More recently the name IIumic-Gley (Humic-Cflei) 
has been suggested by Thorp and Smith (^7) as a new name for 
this grotip of soils v/lth the follov/ing definition for the 
group: "An Inti'azonal group of poorly to very poorly drained 
hydromorphic soils with dar-k-colored organl-mineral horizons-
of moderate thickness underlain by mineral gley horizons." 
A gley horizon is one in which the soil material is ordi­
narily gray, bluish or olive gray, more or less sticky, 
compact, often structureless, and developed under the in­
fluence of excessive moisture. 
The occurrence of Wlosenboden soils in Iowa is discus­
sed by Rleckon (li-i?). ^These soils are described as those 
which have developed under conditions of pei''lodlcally high 
water table and that have thick black A horizons. The 
critorla for the classification of these soils are given as 
folloviTS: "A deep, black A horizon, usually about 16 to 20 
inches thick, a slightly developed B horizon, usually of 
dark color in the upper part, and a gley horizon (light olive 
gray often strongly mottled) below the middle or lower B 
horizon." Additional discussion of the Wlesenboden soils 
in lov/a is given by Simonson, Riecken and Smith (!?1). 
Wlesenboden Series of Southeastern lov/a 
The V/icsenboden series of southeastern Iov;a - Garwin, 
Taintor and Ilaig - were proposed or established dui'ing the 
period 1938 to 19)-|.2. As the older established series were 
studied in the field and the laboratory, revisions of the 
older sor'les v/ere considered necessary. Such revisions of 
the series reflect advances in the knowledge of soil science. 
The poorly-drained conditions characteristic of the 
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Wiosonboden soils were often forraerly allowed in the range 
of Brunizera soils. 
The Garwin series was ostablishod in 193Q in the soil 
survey of Tama County and is shown on the published soil 
survey map for this county (1). The Garvvin series v/as 
established for the soils foi'raod under conditions of poor 
drainage and underlain by leached, medium textured loess 
(l|.6). These soils, while formed under conditions of poor 
natural drainage, were considered to Imve moderately perme­
able subsoils. On older soil sur-vey maps the Muscatinc 
series, a Brunizom series with imperfect drainage established 
in Muscatine County in 19114-, generally included the range of 
characteristics now incl\ided in the Garv/in series. The 
Garwin soils were also sometimes mapped as Grundy silty clay 
loam (Li.6). 
The Taintor series was proposed in soil survey work in 
Mahaska County in 19l\.2» This sei'ies has not been established 
in correlation by the IJnitod States Department of Agriculture 
and does not appear on a published coimty soil survey map, 
but has been used in the soil association map (I|.6)* The 
Taintor series was proposed for soils formed under conditions 
of poor hatxiral drainage v/lth moderately to slowly permeable 
siibsoils. The loess underlying the soltm of the Taintor 
soils is described as leached, medium-textured loess (ii.6). 
Such soils were f-enorally shown as Grundy silty clay loam, 
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occasionally as Griindy silt loam or clay loam, in tho older 
soil survey reports of some counties (ij.6)(5l)« The Grundy 
sorioa vms originally established in Gritndy County, Missouri 
in 1916. Recent revisions have redefined the Grundy series 
as an imperfectly drained Brvinlzem soil v/ith a mottled, 
slowly permeable subsoil 
The Haig series was established in Lucas County in 
I9I.I.I for those soils formerly mapped in the Grundy series 
v/ith slowly to very alov/ly penneable subsoils and formed 
under conditions of poor natui'al drainage. Leached, fine-
textured loess underlies the solum of the Ilaig soils (l|.6), 
Tho Haig series has not as yet appeared in a published county 
soil aiirvey report. The profile characteristics of tho Haig 
series are at the extreme range of characteristics of the 
V/iesenboden great soil group and border upon the planosol 
great soil group. The Haig series is considered to be a 
maximal Wiesenboden soil {^7)» 
Wisconsin Loess 
Three major loess areas, the Missouri loess, Mississippi 
loess, and southern lov/a loess, were described by Brov^n (13) 
among his five large soil areas or subprovinces in Iowa. 
These three loess areas covered a large portion of the state. 
Deposition was considered as presvimably by winds from the 
v/est as tho deeper areas of loess were to the v/est and the 
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deposits thinned to the east. Two of those loess areas were 
Indicated in southern Iowa. The Mississippi loess area was 
described as being low in line content in tho subsoils and 
var^/ing considerably In depth but ranging betv/een 20 and 25 
feet on the average. The dominant grassland upland soils 
of this area were listed as the Taraa and Muscatine series. 
The southei'n lov/a loess ax'ea v/as described as rauch thinner 
and not covering the entire area; Kansan drift v/as exposed 
in th© rougher areas. The principal grassland soil of the 
soiather-n lov/a loess area was given as the Grundy series. 
This classification of loess areas does not show relationship 
to the source of loess nor does it indicate the soil rela­
tionships which are•evident in the soil association map of 
Iowa (i.1.6), 
The Peorlan loess of Iowa has been described by Kay and 
Graham (26). Tv/o main source areas, the valley of the 
Ivlisaouri River and the lowan drift sheet, are Indicated for 
the peorlan loess. This loess In lov/a v/as considered by Kay 
and Qraliam (26) to span the part of the V/isconain glacial 
stage which Included the lov/an loess, Tazewell drift, Taze­
well loess, and Gary drift. An important feature of the 
loess in southeastern Iowa is tliat it has been deposited 
upon reiiuiants of the v/eathered stir face of the former Kanaan 
till plain. The loess on the upland divides is undei'lain at 
relatively shallov/ depths by the Kansan gumbotil described 
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by Kay and Apfol (2!?). The loess south and oast of the 
Iov;an drift bordQi-- was studied by Leighton (30) v^ho found 
that the IOGSS was thickest near the edge of the lowan 
drift and that thinning v/as in a southeasterly direction. 
He concluded that prevailing winds at the time of loess 
deposition camo from the northwest and that the lowan drift 
plain had been the source of the loess material. 
The loess formations of the Mississippi Valley have 
been discvissed by Leighton and Willman (31)» The Peorian 
loess is considorod to be of Wisconsin age, a multiple loess 
in v/estorn and southern Illinois and undoubtedly elsev/here. 
It consists pi'imarily of lovmn and Tazewell loesses v/ith 
probably some Gary and possibly some Mankato loess. They 
indicate that no clear separation between the Jowan and 
Tazev/ell loesses is possible in Illinois except at the border 
of the Wisconsin drift. For this reason the name peorian Is 
generally being dropped in favor of the name Wisconsin loess. 
Leighton and V/illman (31) stress the unique border relation­
ship of the loess deposits of eastern Iowa to the lowan drift 
sheet and state that elsewhere in the Mississippi Valley the 
loess has valley relationships. 
A limited number of measurements of the thickness of 
the loess in southeastern Iowa are reported by Iluntei-* (19) 
and Hunter, Hiecken and McClelland (20). Tho loess was found 
to thin exponentially in southeasterly direction from the 
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area of thickest loess near tho center of the state. The 
relationships "between the loess thickness and soil proper­
ties wore not found to be as regular as in some parts of 
the state. It was also suggested that there be more 
than one source of loess in southeastern Iowa; that the 
Skunk and Des Moines Rivers have locally been the sovirce 
of small amounts of loess. 
Prior Vfork on Related Soils 
Morphological differences in grassland soils were recog­
nized by Norton (3*^) who described five groups or stages in 
tho development of the soils. The soils of the first group 
v/ore found on the youngest deposits of the Pleistocene, and 
the soils of the succeeding more mature groups were devel­
oped on succeedingly older exposure of Pleistocene deposits. 
The loess-derived soils of these groups have also been 
related to loess deposits of varying thickness by Smith (^3). 
These soils, while described by Norton (36) as Prairie soils. 
Include soils developed under conditions of relatively poor 
natural drainage v/hich would be placod nov/ in tho y/iesenboden 
great soil group or, for the more mature soils, in tho 
Planosol group. Norton (36) also states that while tho char­
acteristics of the more advanced stages of development have 
frequently been attributed to conditions of slow drainage, 
the soils developed on sloping, well-drained land have similar 
characteristics. 
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Norton and Winters (37) have suggested that variations 
in the character of Illinois soils cannot be explained by 
the study of the solmi alone but that the stud;/ must include 
tho complete vertical section. They sucgost that the char­
acter of tho tinderlying weathered zones influences both the 
direction and rate of surface horizon development, tliat com­
pact, impervious subjacent material makes poor subsurface 
drainage which tends to delay removal of materials and allow 
their accumulation, and that thick and thoroughly v;oathered 
subjacent material increases the rate of soil development 
while thin or only partially weathered material retards it. 
Cray (10) also has sugf;e3t'3d that impervious Illinolan gm-
botil which underlies the shallower loess in Illinois has 
had a great influence on the relative rate of formation of 
tho soils in the developmental series. 
The groups or development stages of grassland soils 
defined in Illinois by Norton (3^) have been studied by 
Bray (10) (11) who has reported on chemical and physical prop­
erties of soils in these groups. Bray (10) indicates that 
in tlie maturity series the Ind'ease in development within 
the pi'ofile is associated with increased distance from the 
source of loess, decreased depth of the loess to the under­
lying Illinolan gumbotil, and a slightly higher average 
temperature and average rainfall. These studies shov/ that 
tho formation of the aociomulative horizon is due principally 
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to migration of the finer colloidal material from the sur­
face horizon and its deposition in the B horizon through 
physical means which Involve no chemical change in the fine 
colloid. Thoy also show a very great difference in the dis­
tribution of the secondary"minerals in the soils of the 
different maturity groups. In the Hartsburg series, devel­
oped in the thickest loess, little movement of the clay 
minerals is evident while in the Cisne series, developed from 
the thinnest loess, the clay minerals produced by weathering 
have become concentrated In the B horizon. The v/ork by Bray 
(10)(11) thus indicates that a functional relationship 
exists between the soil characteristics and the loess thin­
ning pattern. Bray (10) concluded that the formation of clay 
started early in the weathering process before the carbon­
ates were all leached from the profile and that the period 
of greatest clay formation and dovmv/ard movement occurred 
before the soil had developed atay marked acidity. He con­
sidered that the formation of horizons v/as chiefly duo to 
the downward movement of discrete particles of the superfine 
colloid through cracks and root channels by water action. 
The superfine colloid was defined (12) as the colloid smaller 
tlian 0«06 micron in diameter. Bray (10) further suggested 
that "the amounts of the different size fractions of the sil­
icate colloids in the various horizons are largely respon­
sible for the physical characteristics and morphological 
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foatiires of the profile, subject to modification by organic 
matter and degree of saturation with bases. The processes 
of soil development in the soils studied and, therefore, the 
production of individual soil types has been in great part 
a matter of the formation, the breakdown to smaller sizes, 
and the movement and the accumulation of the silicate col­
loids as modified by other soil-forming factors," 
Smith (3'3) made a detailed study of loess in Illinois 
and its pedologic relationships, lie showed that the loess 
thickness, carbonate content, and mean particle size de­
creased with increased distance from the loess source. The 
lov/er carbonate coxitent of the thinner loess was attributed 
to greater leaching and v/eathering diiring the period of 
loess deposition. Variability in soil characteristics were 
i 
correlated with differences in distance from the loess source,| 
thickness of the loess, texture of the loess, the lime con­
tent, and the age of the loess in which the solum was | 
developed. It v;as concluded by Smith (53) that the differ- | 
ences in the profiles of the grassland soils developed in j 
1 
the loess deposits of varying thicknesses are attributable to i 
(a) the differences in the age of that portion of the loess 
in v;hich the solum is developed, and (b) a possible influence 
of the 8ubstrat\.un. either throuch direct mixing with the loess 
by animals or tlirough the return of bases or other" mitrlent 
elements to the surface by the grasses. The differences 
III. 
betv/een the soils v/ero thought to be thoss tliat v/ould be 
oxpoctod to result from differences in.age. This led to the 
conclixsion that the BrvinlzeKi (prairie) soils v/ero not In 
"equilibrium with their envirorment", and that the direction 
of their development is toward Planosol, Some of the soil 
series discussed by Smith (53) have more recently been con­
sidered as y/iesenboden rather than Brunlzem soils. 
Smith (53) further suggests that the drainage of the 
soils developed in thick and thin loess, as influenced by the 
underlying slowly permeable Illlnolan till, does not readily 
account for differences in base saturation and horizon 
development between the soils. Soils developed from the 
thinner loess have a much lower base saturation and greater 
horizon differentiation. He suggests that impeded under-
dralnage would retard rather tiian accelerate the leaching of 
bases by reducing the volume of water passing through the 
soil. 
Whiteside and Marshall (62) studied profiles of the 
Putnam aeries, a planosol from northeastern Missouri, and 
the Gowden series, a Planosol from southern Illinois. These 
series are developed from thin loess (Wiscoiisln) v/hich over­
lies highly v;eathered till. These series have greater horizon 
differentiation than the Wiesenboden soils, but they are com­
parable to the more advanced development groups described by 
Norton (3^) and Smith (53) • Calculations made by V/hlteside 
and Marshall (62) indlcatod that at loaat a considerable 
part of the high clay content of the claypan hoi-lzona v/as 
due to liiovement of clay within the soil profile in addi­
tion to that fomed in place. A loss of clay was shown to 
occur in tho surface horizons and a gain occurred in the B 
horizon. The clay produced in soil formation was largely 
in the fine size fractions. Clay movement in soil develop­
ment was found to be restricted mainly to the size fraction 
of leas than 0.5 micron. One of tlie chief resiilts of soil 
formation in these'soils v/as considered to have been the 
production of clay minerals and their redistribution v/ithin 
the profile. 
Pollov/ing studies in Illinois relating the soil char­
acteristics and tho distribution of loess parent material, 
similar investigations were begun in lovm. Functional 
relationships existing betv/een tte morphological, physical 
and chemical properties of soils and the distribution and 
thiclmess of loess were reported for gently sloping prairie 
soils in southv/estern Iowa by Hutton (22) and for nearly 
level grassland soils in the same area by Ulrich (59). In 
southeastern lovm the moderately sloping looss-derived soils 
developed under prairie vegetation were found by Hunter (19) 
to show an Inverse r'elatlonship between loess thickness and 
the clay content of the B horizon. Poth (!?)» in a stvidy 
of loess-derived soils in northwest Iowa, concluded tijat soil 
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properties were functionally related to the loess thlclcness 
and annual precipitation. Increased annual precipitation 
and decreased loess thickness were associated with increased 
profile development. 
Ilutton (21) showed that the Wisconsin loess in south-
v/estern lov/a thinned in a regular pattern in a southeasterly 
direction from the source in the wide Missoui'i River bot­
toms. Fractionation of the loessial material v/as indicated. 
Coarser loess v/as deposited nearer the loess source and the 
loess became finer with increasing distance from the source. 
The soil forming processes considered by Ilutton (21) (22) to 
be most active in the area of his study wore cationic 
eluviation and the formation and translocation of colloidal 
material in the profiles. The "effective time" of soil for­
mation in relation to the thickness of loess was also 
considered by Hutton (23) to be a xjrimary cavuae of diffei'*-
ences betv/'een the profiles in the sequence studied. 
The level catena members of the soil associations 
developed from V/lsconsln loess in southv/estorn Iowa investi­
gated by Ulrich (59)(60)(6l) included the Minden series, a 
minimal Brunizem, tho Winterset and Haig series, Wiesenbodens, 
and thG Edina series, a Planosol. The Viliesenboden series of 
his stvxdy are closely related to the Vi/iesenboden soils which 
are being; investigated in southeastern lov/a. The Winterset 
series is described by Rlecken and Smith (I|.6) as having 
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similar characteristics and being formed from similar loess 
as the Taintor soriea. The Haig series is mapi;)ed in both 
southeastern and southv/estorn Iowa. The soil profiles 
studied by Ulrich appear to have been selected to be vrall 
within the raiige of the individual series, Bordei'line 
profiles v/ere not examined although eastern and western 
Haig profiles were studied so as to give a portion of the 
range of this series. 
Ulrich (59) (60) detertnined a functional relationship 
betv/een soil characteristics and the decreasing loess thick­
ness with inci'easinc, distance from the loess source. As 
the distance increased a more distinct horizon differenti­
ation was observed, the surface color became lighter, and 
an Ag horizon appeared. As tlie loess thickness decreased 
the soils were found to have a greater clay content in the 
B2 horizon, higher volume weight, lower aeration and total 
porosity and lower permeability. Differences in time of 
weathering v/hich are related to the thickness of the loess 
were considered by Ulrich (60) to be a major factor in the 
development of the soil profile differences. 
DESCRIPTION OP TIIE AREA 
Tho topography of the area In southeaatern Iowa In which 
tho Garv/ln-Talntor-Hali^ sequence of V/iesenboden soils occurs 
is described by Kay and Apfel (2^) as "erosional" and "loess-
mantled erosional" topography. The loess-mantled erosional 
topography Is in the more northern part with thicker loess 
at tho southern margin of the lov/an drift. Tho more southern 
part with erosional topography Is considered to be thinly 
mantled v/ith loess. In the entire area the deposition of 
looss has modified but not obliterated the t0i)0grai:>hy of the 
earlier Kansan landscape. The deposition of loess on the 
divide areas has Increased the relief of the erosional topog­
raphy. The sliape of the slopes has also beon modified in 
some cases by the deposition of loess. 
The flat-topped divides, "tabular divides," are the 
loess-mantled remnants of tho foiiaer extensive Kansan glacial 
drift plain. Tho occurrence of the highly v/eathered Kansan 
gmnbotil on the sxirface of the Kansan drift plain has been 
described by Kay and Apfel (25)« The possible evolution of 
these level tabular divides is discussed by Shrader and 
Hussey (^0). 
Tho similarity of the topography of the Tama-Muscatine, 
Mahaslca-Taintor, and Crrundy-IIalg soil association areas is 
discussed by Simonson, Rlecken and Smith {$!), The topog-
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rajjhy of those areas is largely undulating. Shallow 
dralnagov/ays have been cut in a dendritic pattern in most 
of the uplands. Some areas are level and others are more 
rolling or even hilly. The uplands have not all been 
reached by the dissecting streams and level divides are 
v/idely distributed and conspicuous in the region. Those 
divides are irregular in shape and have many branches. The 
central divides may extend for many miles. The divides 
range from about l/l|. to 1 mile in v/idth, in a fev/ places wider. 
The proportion of the landscape covered by the level divides 
is variable, only 10 to 1^ percent of the area in some parts 
of the region and up to 30 percent in others. 
It is upon these nearly level divides that the V/iosen-
boden soils of the area have been formed. These soils ai'e 
developed in the loess mantle overlying the Kansan till 
plain surface. They are associated in a catena relationship 
v/ith Brunizem soils occurring on the gently undulating to 
rolling slopes. In most of the region the tabiilar divides 
are relatively broad and cojispicuous . Suitable sites for 
studying the soils are readily found. Hovirever, in the 
southern part of Tama-Muscatine soil association area the 
landscape is more dissected and the tabular divides rela­
tively narrow. There are relatively few locations of the 
Garv/in soil in this area. 
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CLIIvIATE 
The climate in southeastern Iowa is quite uniform in the 
area in which the Garv/in-Taintor-lIalg sequence of V/lesenboden 
soils occur (l|2). There do not appear to be any significant 
differences In the records available at stations within the 
tliree soil association areas. The avera-:^e annual precipita­
tion ranges between 32.9 inches at Slgourney in Keokuk Coimty 
and 3l+«7 inches at Mt. Pleasant in Henry County. The average 
January temperat-ure is between 21.0° and 2li..2° F.; the 
average July temperature between 75*5° 77.0° P.; and the 
yearly average temperature betv/eon 1^.9.and P« The 
average length of the f_5rowing season in this part of lov/a 
ranges betv/een I63 and I68 days. 
No appraisal of the effect of poasiblo past climatic 
clianges upon soil development has been made. However, the 
occui'rence of involutions at the contact of the loess and the 
underlying Kansan gumbotll, indicating perlpjlaclal conditions 
In Jefferson County, has been reported (li.7)* Thus climatic 
conditions considerably different from the present formerly 
prevailed, but it is not known if this has had any Influence 
on the genesis of the Garwin-Taintor-Ualg sequence. The loess 
has been considered to be of lov/an or possibly Tazewell age. 
It appears likely that the present climatic regime has been 
relatively stable for a sufficiently long period to be effective 
as a soil forming factor during present soil formation. 
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INVESTIGATIOIIS 
Field Studies 
Mature of field work 
Morphological studies of Wiesen'boden soils of south­
eastern Iowa have been made princijjally vipon the Taintor and 
Halg soil series as they occur In Jefferson County. Many 
soil exposures and borings have been studied in the process 
of preparing soil maps in this county. The gradational 
boundary between the Mahaska-Taintor and Gx'undy-Haig soil 
association areas crosses Jefferson Goxmty as indicated by 
the soil association map (ii.6). Therefore, it is to be ex­
pected that the members of both the Taintor and Halg series 
v^'ould be near the extremities of the ranges In properties of 
the series. In adjacent counties, additional observations 
liave been made of profiles which are nearer the centers of 
the ranges of the two series. 
The boundary between these tv/o soil association areas 
and thus also the boundary between the Taintor and Halg series 
had not pr-evlously been determined in detailed soil survey. 
The soil characteristics observed in the field were evaluated 
in relation to the series descriptions. Soil differences 
which could be used in making satisfactory delineations of 
the tv/o series wore determined. 
Suitable sites for soil profile sampling were located In 
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relation to the range of soil differences noted in the field. 
In the Tania-Muscatine soil association area observations were 
made of Garwln profiles to locate a representative site for 
soil aaiiipllng. The soil samples were used to characterize 
the series more precisely by laboratory determinations. 
The relationship of the Taintor and Halg soils In their 
occurrence on tabular divides v;as studied. Borings were made 
to determine the thickness of the loess at the sites of pro­
file samples and at other locatloiis of Taintor and Halg soils. 
The configuration of the soil surface and of the underlying 
Kansan till surface was determined for several Taintor areas 
and at the boundary with the adjacent Halg soils. 
General characteristics of the Taintor, Halg and Garwln series. 
The Taintor, Halg and Garv/ln series are the poorly 
drained or Wlesenboden members of loess-derived soil associ­
ations of southeastern Iowa. Soil differences between these 
soil associations are attributed, in part (51)» to the loess 
becoming progressively finer textured in the direction of its 
deposition and to differences in the thickness of the loess. 
The Wlesenboden series were established or pi'oposed dur­
ing the period 1930 to 19li-2. The general series cliaracter-
istlcs are given by Riecken and Smith (I|.6) and in the soil 
descriptions of the Division of Soil Survey of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, 
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The Talntor series description (I1.6 )  gives the soil pro­
file as a black silty clay loam surface over a silty clay 
subsoil of moderate to slow permeability and with poor nat-
xxcal internal aeration. The entire profile is considered to 
have an acid reaction. The Division of Soil Survey descrip-
•i'f '1 
tion Indicates that the Taintor soils have heavier-
textured B horizons than the Garwin series and have a gradual 
transition fi'om the A to the B horizon. The jjrofile des­
cribed is a silt loam rather timn silty clay loam typo. 
The [laig series profile is given as a brov/nlsk-black 
silty clay loam or silt loam surface over a slowly to very 
slowly permeable silty clay subsoil v/ith poor natural inter­
nal aeration. The soil profile is indicated as being acid. 
The Garwin series profile is described as a black 
silty clay loam over a moderately permeable silty clay loam 
subsoil v/ith poor natural Internal aeration. The soil 
reaction is given as being usually acid througliout. The 
members of this sei-'ies occixr on depressional to nearly level 
areas, 
"If 
Division of Soil Survey description by A, 1.1. 0'Ileal, 
dated 
-:K'f 
Riecken and Smith (Ip) and Division of Soil Survey 
description by G, D. Smith, dated 
Rleckon and Smith (I.1.6) and Division of Soil Survey 
description by G, D. Smith, dated 7~l6-l4.6. 
These characteristics comprised the general concepts of 
the Taintor, liaig and Garwln series and were used to guide 
the mapping of the soils. In the soil continuum, however, 
the transition from tlio central conceiJt of one series to the 
central concept of the adjacent series iriay, In some cases, 
be gradual and in others comparatively abrupt. The series 
may interfinger as the limit of one is reached and the begin­
ning of the next series approached, or isolated bodies of 
one soil may occui' v/ell v/lthin the limits of the adjoining 
series. 
Mapping of Taintor and Halg series in Jefferson County 
In ti:ie preparation of soil maps in Jefferson Oo\inty it 
was necessary to consider the concepts of the Taintor and 
Haig series and determine the characteristics which could 
be used to delineate the tv/o series satisfactorily. It was 
found necessary to modify ranges of clmracteristics con-
sldei'ed in the general series descriptions. 
Criteria were evolved for recognition of the Taintor 
and Haig series. The Taintor series was mapped v/lth a 
medium to heavy silty clay loam sxorface layer and moderate 
The use of light, medium and heavy to modify the tex­
ture class subdivides the texture class on the basis of clay 
content. Light Is \ised for the low range on clay content, 
medium for intermediate and heavy for the upper range of clay 
content for the texture class. 
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horizon differentiation to the horizon of light to 
medium silty clay. The Haig series, on the other liand, was 
separated on the basis of a light silty clay loam surface, 
in some cases a heavy ailt loam, and distinct horizon dif­
ferentiation to the medium silty clay Bg horizon. The 
Taintor series v/as found to Imve a greater clay content in 
the surface and less clay in the B2 horizon than the Halg 
series which showed greater contrast between the surface and 
subsoil. In association with these textural characteristics 
it was found that the Taintor profiles v/ere slightly less 
acid than the Halg. The Talntoi' soils become neutral at a 
depth of 2[|. to 30 inches and in some cases have lime con­
cretions in the lov;er subsoil, while the Halg profiles are 
acid tliroughout. 
At the beginning of the study of these series, it-was 
thought that It mlo;ht bo possible to map Taintor profiles 
with a silt loam surface as well as the Taintor silty clay 
loam. Ilov/ever, it v/as found that when the surface soil 
approached a silt loam texture the soil profile took on the 
characteristics of the Halg series. 
A slight color difference was observable between the 
Taintor and Haig series in the surface soil. Both soils liave 
a black (lOYRS/l'Munsell color chip) surface when moist. 
However, the Haig surface soil when dry appears to be a shade 
lighter than the Taintor, This difference can be observed 
with careful study and also shov/s as a contrast on aerial 
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photographs taken under proper conditions, with soil surface 
not obscxired by vegetation. 
Reasonable delineations of the Taintor and Haig soils 
can be made using the above characteristics. It is also 
sometimes necessary to delineate small scattered Planosol 
areas occasionally found intorspersen in the typical Wiesen-
boden soils. The Planosol soils associated with the Taintor 
soils ax-e classified in the Sperry series v/hilo those 
associated v/itli the Ilaig soils are placed in the Edina series. 
Tho occurrence of these soils is briefly discussed by Riecken 
and Smith 
Geop;raphy of the Taintor and Hai;r, series in Jeffersoti County 
The area of southern Iowa in v/hich Jefferson County is 
located lias boon described by Kay and Apfol (2^) as thinly 
loess-rnantled erosional topography in which the flat-topped 
divides, "tabular divides", are remnants of the former exten­
sive Kansan glacial di>ift plain. Those tabular divides which 
were orii2;inally grassland are tho areas in which the Taintor 
and llaig soils occur. The divides between the major and 
minor streams ai'e very branched or irregular in shape and 
sometimes extend for miles. Tho largest divide system with 
many branches bisects Jefferson County from northv/est to 
southeast. This is tho divide between the Skunk River and 
Big Cedar Creek. It is much broader in tho northwest and 
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narrows In the southeastern part of the comity because of 
the greater dissection as the junction between the Skunk 
River and Big Cedar Greek is approached. A second divide 
systor.! Is tliat in tho southv/estern part of tlis county south 
of Bl.i Cedar Greek, This Is the divide betv/een Big Oedar 
Creek and the Des Moines River Milch at its nearest point 
to Jefferson County is about 1 mile south of tiie southv/est 
corner of the county. It may be noted tliat the tributaries 
of the Des Moines River are longer and have forced the divide 
to within 2 or 3 miles of Big Cedar Greek# Small divide 
areas occur in the northeast and eastern part of tlae coT-uaty 
between minor streams. 
The actual areas of Talntor and Halg soils in Jefferson 
County have been plotted on a map of a scale of l/2 inch 
per mile which is i^lven in Figure 1, The Talntor series 
occurs principally on the broad upland flat in the northwest­
ern part of the county and extends southeast along this 
divide approximately to tho center of the county several 
miles south of the soil association boundary given by Riecken 
and Smith (l|.6). Additional isolated areas of Talntor soils 
* 
occur farther southeast along this divide and also on the 
divide south of Big Cedar Creek in the vicinity of Liberty-
ville and at the south boundary of Jefferson County. Other 
areas of Talntor soils have been observed on the same divide 
south of Big Cedar Creek as far south as Stockport in Van 
Buren County. 
* 
Figure 1. Distribution of Taintor and Halg soils in 
Jefferson County, Iowa 
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In goneral the Halg soils rather than tlis Taintor are 
found on the tabular divides in the southern one-half to 
tv/o-thlrds of the county# The Halg soils also occur on the 
narrov/er side branches of tlie broad central divide of the 
county. In the north central and northeast part of the county 
Halg soils occur on the tabular divide v/ith only a fev/ Taintor 
areas in the center of tte divide. This area of Halg soils 
is slightly to the north of the soil association boundary. 
The Mahaska-Taintor soil association includes the Malrxaska 
series on the gentle slopes and Otley series on the moderate 
slopes. The Grxmdy-Haig soil association includes the Grundy 
series on the gentle to raoderate slopes. These catena rela­
tionships generally hold, but in the northern part of the 
county the Haig series is mapped with Mahaska and Otley soils 
on the slopes v;hile Grundy soils occur on the slopes adjacent 
to t]-io Taintor in the central part of the county. When a 
situation occurs in which the soil association members do not 
have a common boujidary, a reasonable explanation should be 
sought. The relationships betv/een the parent material and the 
other soil-forming factors may be expected to differ as the 
site changes from tiie nearly level to the sloping. It is 
thou(;.!;ht that on the nearly level uplands a rather critical 
relationship between the size of area and [ground water' con­
ditions does occur for the Wiesenboden soils. 
In the preparation of the state soil association map 
given by Rlocken and Smith ()+6) greater consideration was 
given to the cliaraoterlatlcs of the soils in the sloping 
sites tl'ian to the soils on the nearly level divides. The 
gradational boundary between the Mahaalca-Taintor and Grxmdy-
Haig soil associations is, therefore, more a reflection of 
the change from the Mahaslca to the Grtindy series than of the 
boundary between Taintor and Haig soils. However, tlio state 
soil association map v/as prepared on a scale of 1 inch equal 
to 2ll-milGS. The distribution of Taintor and Haig soils in 
Figure 1 v;as assembled from field v/ork completed on a scale 
of i|. inches equal to 1 mile. Thus many more observations 
were made in determining the distribution of Taintor and Haig 
soils in Jefferson County and Figure 1 is, in effect, a 
refinement for Jefferson County of information in the state 
soil association map. 
Figure 1 shows that the Taintor soils are found on the 
broadest tabular divide as in the northwestern part of the 
county and that they continue until the divide narrows con~ 
slderably. The Haig soils, In contrast, are fotind on the 
much narrov/er aide divides branching fx'ora the main divide and 
on the relatively nax'-row divide across the northern part of 
the county. In tho southern and eastern part of the co\mty 
the Haig soils are generally found on the nearly level upland 
•Si-
Personal coiimiunlcatlon by p. P. Rlecken 
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divides, but Isolated ax^eas of Talntor soils do occur at 
several locations v/here t'ao width of the divide is somewhat 
greater than averar-e. A general relationship appears to be 
that the Taintor soils occur on broader flats than the Haig, 
but no definite v;idth can be stated as other factors also 
contribute to the occiirrence of the Talntor and Haig series. 
Relationship of Taintor and Haig series to loess thickness 
and Kansan till surface 
The occurrence of isolated areas of Taintor soils in 
areas of predominantly the Haig series presented an oppor­
tunity to study the soils and subsurface conditions along 
traverses crossing boundaries between the two series. Five 
locations were selected for detailed study of the surface 
and subsurface characteristics related to Taintor and Ilaig 
soils. Levels of the soil siATface along the Delected 
traverses were obtained, and borings were made at intervals 
to determine the thickness of the loess over the underlying 
Kansan till surface," The loess thickness borings v/ere made 
through the present soil solum and the loessial soil parent 
material. Depths were rtaoorded when a distinct color change 
indicating a burled soil surface such as described by 
"The levels were detormlned by 0. P. Champ, M. P. Clark 
and J. R. Simmons, and assistance for some of the loess 
thickness borings was received from L. H. Grant and 0. J. 
Berry, all of the Soil Conservation Service, Fairfield, lov/a. 
Scholtos, Rulie and Rlecken (l+S) was encountered. Occasionally, 
a few inches of dark colored loess-like .material was present 
on the surface of the till, indicated by the lack of sand in 
the buried soil surface, but the thickness of loess v/as re­
corded as the depth to the burled soil surface. At a few 
better drained locations this distinct buried soil surface was 
not encountered, and the thickness of loess vraa recorded as 
the dej)th at which coarse sand (quartz) was definitely encoun­
tered in the boring. No attempt v/as made to record or 
determine characteristics of the upper part of tlie Kansan 
till other than to note the general occurrence of a buried 
soil with very fine textured, plastic horizons. 
Small huimnocks rising above, the general divide level 
have been observed at a nvunber of locations on the tabular 
divides in Jefferson County. These hummocks comprise about 
to 15 acres. One such area was described by Udden (^0), 
page 360. Such hummocks occur in the same vicinity as some 
of the isolated areas of the Taintor series. Some of these 
hummocks are siifficiently well drained for the development 
of the Grundy series, a Brunizem rather than V/iesenboden soil. 
The occurrence of such hummocks was not considered pertinent 
to the study of the Taintor and Ilaig soils, but the opportun­
ity v/as taken to extend several of the traverses across the 
hummocks in order to obtain some information concerning their 
characteristics. However, it is possible tliat fixrther study 
3^4-
might indicate a relationship betv/een these humniocks and the 
till surface conditions related to the occurrence of Taintor 
and Ilaig soils . 
The Kansan till plain, weathered at the surface to 
gurabotil and then subjected to erosion, has been described 
by Kay and Apfel (25)> page 110. They indicate that only 
remnants of the original plain, the flat, poorly-drained 
tabular divides reraain. Some considerations of the develop­
ment of the tabular divides are given by Shrader and Ilussey 
(^0). However, little Information is available concerning 
the microrellef of the surface of the Kansan till plain other 
than by comparison with more recent till surfaces. Thickness 
of the loess overlying the Kansan till in Jefferson County is 
given by Riecken and Smith (Li.6) as ranging from slightly 
above to slightly below 100 inches. 
The surface and subsurface relations, groimd level, 
loess thickness and Kansan till surface Iriave been investi­
gated at five locations in Jefferson County. Maps have been 
prepared on aerial photog-raphs, scale approximately 1). Inches 
equal to 1 mile, to shov/ the distribution of soils, princi­
pally Taintor and Haig but also minor areas of Grundy and 
Edlna, on the tabular divides at these locations. These maps 
are presented in Figures 2 to S"* traverses made at each 
location are indicated by letter symbols. The profiles of the 
soil surface and loess thickness obtained at these locations 
are shov/n in Figures 6 and 7* 
Figure 2. Soil map of tlio occurrenco of Taintor, Haig, 
Grundy and Edina soils on the tabular divide 
at location 1, traverses ABCD, BE, and PCG, 
and location 3, traverse JK, Sections 7 and 8, 
T71H, RlOW, and' Sections 1, 11, 12, 13 and ll^ , 
T7lN^ RllW 
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Figure 3* Soil map of the occurrence of Taintor and 
Haig soils on the tabular divide at 
location 2, traverse HI, Section 10, 
T71N, RllW 
Figure Soil map of the occurrence of Taintor, Haig, Grundy and Edina soils on 
the tabular divide at location i|., traverse LIvI, Sections 21, 22, 27 and 
28, T72F, R97/ 
HAIG 
Figure 5* Soil map of the occurrence of Taintor, Haig and Grimdy soils on the 
tabular divide at location traverse NOP, Sections 11, 12, 13 and 
li]., T71N, R9W 
Figure 6. Relation of stirface elevation, V/isconsin 
loess, and Kansan till surface to Taintor, 
ilaig and Grundy soils at location 1, 
traverses ABCD, BE and PCQ 
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Figure 7« Relation of surface elevation, Wisconsin 
looss and Kanaan till surface to Taintor, 
Hals, Griondy and Sdlna soils at location 2, 
travorsQ III; location 3» traverse JK; 
location ij., traverse LH; and location 
traverse NOP 
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The study rnade In the vicinity of Libortyville, loca­
tion 1 shov/n in Figure 2, consisted of two traverses A to D 
and p to G crossing at the common point C and an additional 
short traverse D to E. The longer traverse, about 1 3/^ 1-
miles, begins in an area of Taintor, ascends a rather sharp 
rise on v/hich a Grundy profile was observed but v;as not 
mapijed on the scale of the soil mapping, then crosses Haig, 
Taintor, a second area of Ilaig, and ends in a third area of 
Talntor, The cross traverse F to G starts on a hummock with 
the Grundy series v/hich rises about 10 feet above the general 
divide level, crosses the central area of Taintor, and ends 
in an area of Haig. The hummock at B' is apparently the one 
described in Jefferson County by Udden (5Q)« The short 
traverse B to E starts in the central area of Taintor at B 
and crosses the Taintor-ITaig boundary. 
The diagram of the soil surface and loess thickness at 
location 1 is given in Figure 6, The thickness of the loess 
ranges between 8? and ll6 inches for l6 borixags. The loess 
thickness seems to be a fev/ Inches greater in the areas of 
Talntor than in the Ilaig soils although thicknesses recorded 
overlap for the two series. The loess borings Indicate tlmt 
the configuration of tiia present land surface is relatively 
the same as the Kansan till surface. A significant feature 
is tlmt tlic three areas of Taintor- soils are at slightly dif­
ferent levels. The area of Taintor in v/hich the traverse 
begins at A Is aboxit 2 feet lower than the larger central 
area of Talntor at B and C which in turn is about 2 feet 
lov;er than the area of Talntor in v/hlch the traverse ends 
at D. The Kansan till surface also shows similar differences 
in level at these same locations. The indication that the 
soil surface of the areas of Talntor soils Is slightly lower 
than the surface of the adjacent Hale soils and that this 
relationship holds for the Kansah till surface tinderlylng the 
Talntor and Haig soils is of particular importance. The 
traverse P to G Is an extreme sltmtlon, showing the adjacent 
areas to be higher than the Talntor soil. On the shoi't trav­
erse B to E the land surface elevation decreases slightly in 
going from Talntor to Haig but the Kansan till surface Is 
sliallovifer under the JJalg soil. 
A second location, shown in Figure for a traverse 
studying the loess thickness is on the same tabular divide 
as location 1 and about 3 r,iiles west of Libertyville. This 
traverse H to I crosses an area of Talntor surrounded by 
Haig. Figure 7 shov;s the profile of the soil surface and 
loess thickness. A small, narrow area of Haig occurs within 
the Talntor. The thickness of loess varies from 96 to 110 
inches. The changes in level of the soil sui'face and Kansan 
till sui'face are relatively small across the bovindaries of 
Talntor and Haig at this location. The Kansan till surface 
rises slightly at the boundary of the enclosed ax'ea of Haig 
1+6 
and appears to be slightly lower under the Taintor soil. 
The travci'ao at location 3 about 1 l/2 mileo northwest 
of Libertyville crossed a oroall area of Taintor. The dis­
tribution of soils is shov/n In Figure 2. A swall area of a 
Planosol, the Edlna series, is also Involved at this site. 
The Edlna soil joins with the Taintor at one point bvit the 
traverse J to K, about 800 feet in length, was arranged to 
cross llalg, Taintor, Haig, Edlna' and Haig in this order. The 
thickness of loess at this location varies from 91 to 101 
inches. The profile of the land surface and Kansan till sur­
face is shown in Figure 7» A slight depression occurs at 
the land surface of the Taintor area. This depression is 
greater at the Kansan till surface as indicated by the 6 inch 
greater thickness of loess iinderlying the Taintor than the 
adjoining Haig. The loess thickness is least in the Edlna 
area. However, It must be emphasized that the differences in 
loess thickness are small at this location. 
Location [|., selected for a traverse across a Taintor-
Haig boundary, was 3 l/S miles oast of Fairfield, The Taintor 
area is long and relatively narrow, 1 l/l|. miles long and loss 
than l/Ij. mile v;ide, centered on the tabiilar divide. It la 
siu-'rounded by Haig except for tv/o hurruiiocks of approximately 
Ifj and 10 acres on v/hlch the Grundy series has developed. 
The occurrence of the soils at this location is shown in 
Figure 1^.. The traverse, L to M, vias directed so as to cross 
the larger Grundy humniock at the Taintor-Halg boundary. 
Loess thickness varied from 98 to 107 inches on the Taintor 
and Haig soils and increased to 122 inches on the hummock. 
The diagram showing the relationship of the soil surface and. 
tho Kanaan till surface is given in Figure 7* At this 
location both the land surface and the Kansan till surface 
are lower for the Taintor soil tlian for the adjacent Haig* 
The Kansan till surface rises underneath the humniock on 
the land surface. 
The fifth location selected was 8 railes southeast of 
Pairfiold, Tho traverse, NOP, crossed the rather narrov/ end 
of a large Taintor area surrounded by Haig and then oxtojidcd 
to the highest point of a large hmmock occurring on the 
tabular divide. The soil r,iap of this vicinity is given in 
Figure The profile of the soil surface, loess thickness 
and Kansan till surface is shown in Figixre 7» A very slight 
depression of the Kansan till surface under the Taintor is 
indicated, but insufficiont borings have been made to con­
sider this depression significant at this location. The 
humrAock at this location is the hig^aest one measured and is 
one of the largest observed in the county. Its highest point 
is 9 feet above the level of the tabular divide at its base 
and 11 1/2 feet above the level l/l\. mile to the south. 
The aroas of Taintor for v/hich the soil surface and 
Kansan till siirface were studied are generally surrounded by 
rialg on broad tabular divides and occur several miles south 
of the Maliaska-Taintor soil association boundary. Field study 
of the Taintor aolUs indicate that the profiles are within 
the range of characteristics sugi-'jostod for the Taintor aeries. 
At four of the locations the traverses were made in one direc­
tion only; at the fifth, cross traverses were made in tv;o 
directions. In order to have complete information concerning 
the Taintor and Ilaig relationship to the Kansan till surface, 
contour's of tlue till surface v/ould be necessary but would 
require man^/- more do terminations of the loess thickness. It 
is believed tiiat the information available does provide an 
indication of the relationship. One point which must be con­
sidered in evaluating the data concerning loess thickness is 
the possibility of variation in the Kansan till surface due 
to congeliturbatlon. Occurrence of an uneven loess-gumbotll 
contact attributed to porlglacial conditions lias been reported 
by the author (I4.7) at several locations in Jefferson County. 
Considering these factors, however, it is believed that 
the loess thickness borings do indicate that slight depres­
sions occur on the Kansan till surface where the Taintor 
series is fovind in the Grundy-llalg soil association. Drain­
age is restricted at the Kansan till surface by the presence 
of the gumbotll. Only a few inches difference in the level 
of the Kansan till surface would divert water draining 
throuf^h the soil profiles toward the depressional areas as 
well as laterally toward the edges of tho tabular divides. 
Over a lonfj period of time there v/ould be a measurable dif­
ference in tho amount of water passing through the soil in 
a location in v/hich there is possibility for lateral drain­
age in contrast with a site in which water is ponded by a 
depression in the Kansan till surface. The conditions 
appear to be comparable to those described by Smith (^2) in 
which Wiesenboden soils are observed in depressional "areas 
with a high v/ater table while planosol soils ai^e fotind in 
depressional areas with low water table. The Taintor and 
Haig series are both Wiesenboden soils but do have distinct 
differences in profile development, and the Haig profile is 
considered to be transitional toward the planosol. A similar 
explanation is given by Simonson, Riecken and Smith (5!l) for 
the occurrence of small areas of the Sperry series, a Plano­
sol, in the Mahaska-Taintor soil association area, Tho 
Sperry soils occur in small depressions v/hich accumulate 
runoff from surrounding areas, but which lie near drainage-
ways thus allov/ing the water to percolate through the soil. 
The presence of slight depressions on the Kansan till 
surface offers an explanation for the extension of the range 
of the Taintor series to local areas in the Grundy-Haig soil 
association south of tho area of their normal occurrence. It 
does not necessarily provide an explanation of the genesis of 
the Taintor in the Mahaska-Taintor soil association area. 
The Y/idth of the tabular divides may also be important. 
Water has less opportunity to escape laterally to the draln-
ageways on the broader divides, and thus there is less water 
passing tlirough the soil prorile and a lower degree of 
leaching for the Talntor soils. The broadest tabular divide 
in Jefferson County is in the northv/estern part of the county. 
Talntor soils occur hero at the southern bouiidary of the 
Mahaska-Taintor soil association and extend southeast on the 
broader part of this divide. In contrast, the soil soon 
changes to Halg on the narrower divides where there is a 
greater possibility for lateral drainage. In some locations 
It Is possible that dralnagoways may liave dissected one side 
of a depression on the Kansan till surface and thus improved 
the drainage. In such a case the lateral drainage would be 
enhanced, even on broad tabular divides, and the Halg soil 
would be more likely to develop than the Talntor. 
Selection of sample sites 
The selection of sample locations is a very important 
part of a stvidy of the characteristics of a sequence of soils. 
The number of soil profiles which may be analyzed is very 
small in relation to the area involved in the field. Thus It 
Is not possible to sample i-outinely, but sites must be select­
ed on the basis of available Information concerning the 
relationships of the soils. It is seldom possible to sample 
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adequately or to interpret the results of laboratory studies 
without firat making careful observatlona within the area to 
be sampled as v/ell as over a v/lde surrounding area. 
Soil profiles near the boundary bet\veen the Taintor and 
Haic series were of particular iraportanc© in determining tlie 
range of properties of the series. The field v/ork involved 
in the soil survey of Jefferson Comity was of particular 
value in studying the more local relationships and the inter-
gradln^^ betv/een the aeries. In addition to sites near the 
boundary of the range of tlie series it was, of covirse, 
desirable to include profiles considered typical of the 
central concept of the series. Some suitable soil profiles 
which wei^e available from the collection at Iov;a State College 
were Included, 
A traverse from northv,rest to southeast for the selection 
of soil profile sites of the Garv/in, Taintor and llalg series 
crosses the soil association boundaries at approximately 
right angles. Such a traverse was chosen by Htinter (19) for 
study of Brunizem soils in southeastern lov/a. This traverse 
was considered to be in the approximate direction of loess 
deposition and data on loess thickness at five points were 
presented to indicate thinning of the loess iii this direction. 
In southv/estern Iowa, Hutton (21) and Ulrlch (60) established 
traverses parallel to vrtiat was believed to be the prevailing 
^2a 
wind direction durin?^ the time of loess deposition. Func­
tional relationships betv/eon soil characteristics and the 
thickness and distribution of the loess v/ere indicated in 
these studies. In order to study the V/iesenboden sequence 
of southeastern lov/a, profiles v;ere obtained in a northv/est-
southeast direction similar to that of Hunter (19). The 
profile sampling locations were selected v/ith regard to the 
ranr:;e of properties and characteristics of the soils and to 
the boundaries of the soil association areas. 
The location of the soil profile sampling sites is 
indicated on the state soil association map given in Figure 8. 
One profile of the Garwin series was obtained. The profile 
selected, P-I1.I53, was obtained in northeastern Jasper Ooxxnty. 
The site was considered to be in about the center of the 
Tama-Muscatine soil association area, and was chosen after 
observation of a number of possible sites in this i^art of 
Jasper County and adjacent Marshall County. The site v/as on 
a tabular divide which ranges in width from l/If to I/2 mile, 
and v/as classified on the soil map of jasper County (18) as 
Muscatine silt loam. The tabular divides are relatively 
narrow in this part of Iowa because of the degree of dissec­
tion. Thus the locations for sampling the Garwin series on 
the nearly level uplands are relatively limited. It v/as not 
thought desirable to select a site farther east in Tama County 
as the loess there is underlain by lowan till rather than 
Figure 8. Location of soil profile sampling sites on state 
soil association map 
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Kansan (I4.6), and tho loess thickness differs over the lowan 
till. 
Pour profiles of the Talntor series were studied. One 
profile, P-165), had been collected previously in southeastern 
Poweshiek County, This site is relatively near the'boundary 
between the Tania-Muccatlne and Taixitor-Haig soil associ­
ations. The nearly level divide at this site is about l/i\. 
mile v/ide. The soil was classified as Grundy silty clay 
loam in the soil survey of Poweshiek County (7)» A second 
profile of Taintor, P-139» which had been obtained in north 
central Washington County was available. This site was a 
broad flat about 3Al- mile v;ide and was originally classi­
fied in the soil survey of V/ashington County (li.O) as Grxondy 
silty clay loam. It was thought to bo typical of tho broad 
areas of Taintor in tho main part of the Mahaaka-Taintor 
soil association. Two profiles of tho Talntor series wore 
collected in Jefferson County, Both were obtained on broad 
flats about 3/h- mile wide. One site, P-l}.12, in the north-
v/estern part of the comty is approximately at the boundary 
between the Malmska-Tainter and Grundy-TIalg soil associ­
ations, The other profile, P-li.10, v/as obtained at the south 
border of the county in the largest Talntor area mapped in 
the general area of Halg soils. On tho original soil map of 
Jefferson County (39) the soil was classified as Grundy silty 
clay loam at the site of P-IilO, while at the site of P-l|.12 
the soil was mapped Grundy silt loam but areas of Grundy 
silty clay loam wore iMioatod near by. 
Two profiles of tho Halg series v;ero collected in 
Jefferson County and two farther to the southeast in Henry 
and Lee Counties, One of those in Jefferson County, P-J4.ll, 
was located in the northeast part of Jefferson County and 
slightly north of the soil association bo\indary; the other, 
P-I1.I3, was obtained in the southern part of the county 2 
miles north of the Tain tor profile, P-l|10, and on the same 
tabular divide. At both of these sites the tabular divide 
v/as about I/2 mile wide, Tho soil was originally mapped 
Grundy silt loam on the Jefferson County soil map (39). A 
profile v/hich had been obtained previously, P~l6]4., was 
available from tho southwest part of Henry County. This 
profile v/as considered to bo at the maximal range of the 
Haig series. The fourth Ilaig profile, p-l}.ll[., v/as obtained 
in the northwest part of Lee County near the southern limit 
of the Grvindy-Haig soil association aroa. The soil survey 
map of Henry County (3il-) Indicated Grundy silty clay loam 
at the site of P-l6]4., and the soil oxirvey of Loe County ( I 6 )  
shows Grundy silt loam at the site of P-[[.lli., 
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Soli Profllo Descriptions 
A description is presented for each of the soil profiles 
studied. These descriptions were written from notes made as 
the soil profiles v/ere collected. The sites of the profiles 
collected prior to the initiation of this study were visited 
to study the soil morphology. The profile descriptions are, 
therefore, in comparable terms using standard terminology as 
defined In the soil survey manual (55)• Color designations 
are for moist soil according to Munsell color standards. All 
of the profiles were obtained on nearly level topography. 
The soil profile descriptions are as follows: 
Taintor silty clay loam, P-I|.12. Location: 100 yards south of 
E-4- corner of Section 13» Polk Twp., T73N, RllW, Jefferson 
Coxinty, cultivated site. Collected by G. M. Scliafer, F. P. 
Riecken, B. A. Barnes, L. H. Grant and J. R. Worster on 
October 31> 1952. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
nuinber inches- designation Description 
P-I[.12-1 0-7 A2_p Black (10YR2/1) heavy silty clay 
loam of moderate fino granular struc­
ture; firm, moderately plastic. 
P-I|.l2-2 7-11 A, Black (10Y'R2/l) silty clay loam 
(near silty clay) of strong; very 
fiiie subangular blocky structure; 
firm, moderately plastic. 
P-[|.l2-3 11-15 Ao Black (IOYR2/I) silty clay of strong 
very fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; firm, plastic. The color la 
slightly lighter in the center of 
the structural units. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
number Inches designation Deaoription 
B]_ Black (2.5Y2/1) silty clay of strong 
very fine subanf;;ular blocky struc­
ture; very firm, very plastic. 
There are a few very dark grayish 
brovm mottllngs (2.5Y3/2) and very 
occasional yellov/iah brown specks 
(10YR5/6). 
P-).1.12-5 18-21 Bpp; Very dark gray (2.5^ 3/1) silty clay 
® of strong fine sutaangular blocky 
s true tur e; ve ry firm, ve ry pla s 11c, 
There are dark grayish brown to 
vQX'j dark grayish brovm {2»^ Yi\./2 to 
' 3/2) mottlings and occasional 
yellowish brovm specks (lOYRip/6), 
P-1).12-6 2I-2I1. B2p  Very dark gray (2.5Y3/1) silty clay 
^ of strong me dim subangular blocky 
structure, faintly prismaticj firm, 
very plastic* The color is mainly 
on the structural surfaces with the 
center of tho structixral iinits 
light olive brown * There 
,, are dark grayish brown to olive 
brown (2.5>Yil./2 to I4./I}.) mottlings, 
moderately frequent yellov/ish brown 
specks (rOYl^^/o) and occasional 
dark concretions. 
P-I4.I2-7 2I1.-28 ®2^ 3g Very dark gray (2.5Y3/1) heavy silty 
clay loam of moderate medium blocky 
structure and moderately prismatic; | 
firm, moderately plastic. Tlier© are j 
dark grayish brov/n to light olive i 
brown (2.5)Ylt./2 to mottlings, | 
yellowish brown {10Yn5/6) specks, 1 
and occasional dark concretions. i 
P-I4.I2-8 28-35 Bh q  Dark gray (5yI|./1) silty clay loam of 
weak medium blocky structure and 
faintly prismatic; friable, moder-
j,;vatoly plastic. There are slight 
olive (5y5/3) mottlings and occa­
sional areas of yellowish bx-ovm 
(10Y'R5/6 to ^/Q) at about 33-35"• 
There are many small pinholes and 
some dark concretions. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
nvunber Inohea designation 
p.i^l2-9 3^-k2 G 
P-I4.12-10 5U.-66 
Description 
Light olive gray (^y6/2} light silty 
clay loam; massive; friable, non-
plastic; v;ith occasional yellowish 
brown stains (10Yn5/8 to 6/8); many 
small pinholes. 
Sample of underlying silt loam loess 
material. 
At 102 Dark gray, slightly gritty silty 
clay loam; buried soil. Do sainple 
obtained. 
Taintor silty clay loam, P-l|.10. Location; ^ 0 feet north of 
road at S-4- corner of Section 3k-) Liberty Tv/p., T71if> RlOV/, 
Jefferson County, cultivated site. Collected by G. M. Schafer, 
p. P. Riecken and R. C. Russell on October 29# 19^2. 
P-It.10-1 0-6 
P-.ij.10-2 6-9 
P-11.10-3 9-lit-
P-ll.10-1]. 1I1.-17 
^Ip 
A. 
Ar 
B, 
Black (IOYR2/I) heavy silty clay loam 
of moderate fine granular structure; 
firm, moderately plastic. The dark­
est color tends to be on the surface 
of the structural units; the soil is 
slightly lighter in color when 
crushed. 
Black (IOYR2/I) • very heavy silty clay 
loam of moderate medium granular 
structure; firm, moderately plastic. 
The color of the crushed soil is very 
dark brown (10YR2/2). 
Black (10yR2/l) silty clay of moder­
ate very fine subangular blocky 
structvire; fii'm, plastic. The color 
within the structural units is very 
dark brown (10YR2/2). 
Very dark gray (10YR2.5/1) silty 
clay of strong fine subangular 
blocky structvire; firm, strongly 
plastic. Paint mottling of dark 
gray (10Yn3*5/l); this is also the 
color ViTithin the structural u.nits. 
There ai-e also a very fev/ small mot-
tlings of yellov/ish brown (10YRj?/8). 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
n\3mber inches dealgnation Description 
17-20 B2p. Very dark gray (10YR3/1) sllty clay 
of strong fine subangular bloclcy 
structure; very firm, strongly 
plastic. There are faint mottlings 
e of dark gray (lOYRli/l) and a very 
fov/ very fine mottlings of yellowish 
brown (lOYR^/S)• 
P-l|.10-6 20-23 Bp Very dark gray (2.5y3A) sllty clay 
of strong fine angular blocky struc­
ture; very firm, strongly plastic; 
faintly prism tic. There are mot­
tlings of dark gray to dark grayish-
brown (2.$ll\./l and l\./2), and a very 
few very fine mottlings of yellowish 
brown (lOYR^ /Q'). 
>0 
P-ll.10-7 23-27 Bp Dark grayish brown i2,$Yi[./2) sllty 
° clay of strong prismatic structure 
which breaks readily to modiiim sub-
angular blocky; firm, plastic. 
Tlisre are mottlings of light olive 
brown (2.5y5A|- to $/6) and a very 
fow very fine mottlings of yellov/lsh 
' brown (lOYR^/Q)• 
P-lj.lO-0 27-33 B3g Olive gray (5yIi./2) heavy sllty clay 
loam of moderate prismatic structure 
which breaks to moderate fine sub-
angular blocky; firm, moderately 
plastic. There are some olive mot-
>0 tllngs to 5/6). 
P-I4.IO-9 33-J^ l-O Olive gray (5Yii./2) medium sllty clay 
loam of very slightly prismatic 
structure which breaks to v/eak fine 
subangxxlar blocky; friable, slightly 
plastic. There are large areas of 
,, light olive brown to yellowish brov/n 
y'" mottling (2.5y5/6 to lOYR^A and 5/8). 
P~l|.10-10 l.|.0-l|,8 C Olive gray (5Y1+/2) light sllty clay 
loam; massive v/ith frequent pinholes; 
friable, nonplastic. There are a few 
light olive brovm mottlings 
(2.5Y5/6). 
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Horizon Dopth Horizon 
numbor inches deslfr,nation Description 
P-i^lO-11 60-70 Sample of underlying loess material, 
silt loam. 
P--I|.10-12 7^-8^3 Sarq-Dle of underlying loess rnatei-'ial, 
silt loam. 
At 86 Dark gra;/ heavy ailty clay loam 
loess-like material - apparently 
buried soil. No sample obtained. 
Taintor silty clay loam, P-l6iij, Location: 26O feet south of 
the HE corner of Section 10, Jackson Tv/p,, T78N, Rlli-W, 
Poweshiek County, grass roadside site. Collected by P. P. 
Riecken and Orval Pierce in October, 19!p O. 
P-165-1 0-5 A]_ Black (IOYR2/I) raedim silty clay 
loam; moderate fine gramilar struc­
ture; friable, slightly plastic. 
P-165-2 5~9 A-j_ Black (10YR2/1) silty clay loam; 
weak very fine subangular blocky 
s.tructure; firm, slightly plastic. 
P-165-3 9-II1. Ao Black (10ni2/l) heavy silty clay 
loam; moderate very fine subangular 
blocky structure; firm, slightly 
plastic. 
P-I65-I4. ll.|.-19 B2_ Black (IOYR2/I) light silty clay, 
moderate very fine subangular 
blocky structure; firm, plastic; a 
|0^/^ fev/ small strong brown (-ipr^YRfj/S) 
mottles. '/o" 
P-165-1p 19-21}. Bg t/ Very dark gra;/ (IOZR3/I) silty clay; 
^ strong very fine subangular bloclcy 
structure; very firm, jjlastic; some 
variation in color to dar'k gray 
' • (5yIi./1) and few strong brown 
(7.5YR5/8) mottles. 
P-I65-6 2li.-28 Boq Olive gray light silty clay; 
strong fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; very firm, plastic; some 
darker color (10yR3/l) along 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
number Inches designation Description 
r 
struct\iral surfaces, reddish yellow 
(7«5YR6/8) mottles and dark 
(lOYRS/l) concretioiia. 
P-16^-7 28-33 Bofj Olive gray (5yI|./2) silty clay loamj 
moderate fine subangular blocky 
structxire shov^ing tendency toward 
prismatic structiirej firm, slightly 
plastic; reddish yellow (7*5'yR6/8) 
ot) " mottles and dark concretiona, 
P-165^-8 B3Q Olive gray (5Yi|./2) silty clay loam; 
v/eak fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; firm, slightly plastic; 
mottlings and concretions as in 
horizon above, 
P-l6^-9 38-il.5 B3Q. Olive gray light silty clay 
loam; very weak fine subangular 
blocky structure; friable, slightly 
plastic; numeroiis reddish yellow 
(7«5yr6/8) mottles and occasional 
dark concretions. 
P-165-10 G Light olive gray (5Y6/2) very light 
silty clay loam; structureless; 
friable, nonplastlc; numerous red­
dish yellov/ (7«rjYR6/8) mottles; 
occasional llmo concretions, 
P-l6j?-ll ^2-60 C Light olive gray (5Y6/2) silt loam; 
structureless; friable, nonplastlc; 
nume rous re dd 1 sh ye 1 lov/ (7 • 5YR6/8 ) 
to strong brown (7.^R5/Q) mottles, 
lime concretions of pale yellow 
(5JY8/3). 
At 130 Loess thickness over buried soil. 
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Talntor sllty clay loam, P-139. Location: $0 feet east and 
north of S-^- corner of Section 7» Jackson Twp., R7'vV» 
Washington County, cultivated slto. Collected by V/. H. 
Allaway and V/. H. Scholtos on Juno 11, 19I4.6. 
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number inches desii^xatlon 
P-139-1 0-6 
P-139-2 6-12 
and 3 
P-139 4i- 12-18 
and ^ 
P-139-6 18-21 
P-139-7 2I-2I1-
P-139-8 2l|.-27 
^Ip 
A n  
A. 
'.1 •/' 
B 2e 
Description 
Black (IOYR2/I) heavy silty clay 
loam of moderate fine granular 
structure; firm, moderately plastic. 
Black (1002/1) light sllty clay of 
moderate very fine subangular 
blocky structure; firm, plastic. 
Black (IOYE2/I to 2/2) silty clay of 
moderately strong very fine sub-
angular blocky struct\arej firm, 
very plastic. 
Very dark brown (10X'R2/2) medium 
sllty clay of strong very fine sub-
angular blocky structiire; firm, 
very plastic; faint mottling of 
very dax'k grayish brown to olive 
brovm (2.^Y3/2 to i+/3)» dark color 
largely on structure sxu'facos, 
crushed color of olive brovm 
Very dark brovm (10Yn2/2) Biedium 
sllty clay of strong very fine sub-
angiilar bloclcy structure; firm, 
very plastic; faint mottling of 
olive brown which is also 
the crushed color; occasional 
strong brov/n (7»^R^/6) specks. 
Very dark grayish brovm (2.5)Y3/2) 
medium sllty clay of strong fine 
subangular blocky structure; firm, 
very plastic; mottles of olive 
, brov/n (2.5Yi)-/3)' and occasional 
strong brov/n (7«!^YR5/6) specks. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
nmiber inches designation Description 
P-139-9 27-30 330. Dark gi-aylsh brom (2.^14-/2) light 
sllty clay of moderate flno sub-
angular blocky structure; finii 
plastic; distinct mottling of light 
olive brov/n and occa­
sional strong brown 
specks, 
P-I39-IO 30-36 Bojj Grayish brown (2.^y5/2) sllty clay 
and 11 loam of v/eak fine subangular blocky 
struct\are; firm plastic; distinct 
mottlin.2 of light olive brown to 
olive yellow to 6/6) and 
/:j/, strong brovm (7.^YRv6) specks. 
P-I39-I2 36-Ii^ Light grayish brown (2.E?Y6/2) light 
sllty clay loam of very v/eak fine 
subangular blocky sti^'ucture; 
friable, nonplastlc; occasional 
^ brownish yellow (10yR6/6) mottling. 
P-I39-I3 k-2-^k- C Light grayish brov^i (2.5y6/2) light 
and llj. sllty clay loam; massive; friable, 
nonplastlc; mottled zones of strong 
brov;n to roddish and brownish yel­
low (7.5Yn5/6 to 6/6 to 10YR6/6). 
P-I39-I3' 5i-|.-60 ' Silt loam or very'light sllty clay, 
loam. 
P-I39-I6 60-66 Same. 
At I2l]. Loess thiclmess. 
_ Haig sllty clay loom, P-l|.ll. Location: SW|- NE-| of Section 
'9, Penn Twp,, T73N, R9W, Jefferson Oovinty, sampled by cutting 
back road bank under grass cover. Collected by G. IvI. Scliafer, 
P. P. Riecken, B. A. Barnes and W. Dietz on October 30, 19$2, 
P-Il-ll-l 0-6 Ai Black (10YR2/1) sllty clay loam near 
the sllty clay loam-silt loam boun­
dary; strong fine granular structure 
slightly firm, nonplastlc. 
6[^  
Horizon Depth Horizon 
number inchos designation Description 
P-l|.ll-2 6-10 Black (10yR2/l) li/.5ht ailty clay 
loam; strong mediiim granular struc­
ture; slightly firm, nonplastic. 
P-).l.ll-3 10-111- Ao Black (10YR2/1) heavy silty clay 
loam of strong very fine subangular 
blocky structure; firm, moderately 
plastic. 
P-ii-ll-ij. II1.-I7 Bo Black (IOYR2.5/I) light silty clay; 
strong very fine subangular blocky 
structure; firm, plastic. There 
are a ybvj fev/ fine mottlings or 
concretiono of yellowish brown 
(10rR5/6). 
P-l.|.ll-5 17-20 B2g Very dark gray (10YH3/1) meditim 
silty clay; strorif; fine subangular 
blocky structure; very fina, very 
plastic. There are a fev/ mottllngs 
1^'' of dark grayish brown (10YRli./2). 
P-Li.11-6 20-23 B2p- Very dark gray (2.I^f3/l-5) mediimi 
silty clay; moderate medium sub-
angular blocky struct^ire; very firm, 
very plastic. There are a fev/ dark 
lO'.' grayish brown mottlings {2,^Yl\./Z), 
P-i|.ll-7 23-27 B2g Very dark grayish brov/n (2.5Y3/2) 
light silty clay of moderate medium 
subangular blocky structure; faintly 
prismatic; very firm, ijlastic. 
There are dark grayish brown to 
^ , light olive mottlings (2.5Y).|./2 to 
5/il) and a very fev; mottlings of 
?'/' yellowish brov/n (IOYR^ j/^) . 
P-I4.II-8 27-3i| BOQ, Olive gray (5YI|./2) heavy silty clay 
loam of moderate medium subangular 
blocky structvire v/ith some tendency 
for prismatic stx'ucture; firm, mod­
erately plastic. The olive gray 
color is pi-'incipally on structure 
sxirfaces; within structixral units 
the color is olive There 
are some mottlings of yellowish 
I, brov/n 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
number inches desij'-.natlon Description 
P-I|.ll-9 Cl Olive (5y5/3) medium silty clay 
loam; very weak medium blocky struc­
ture on surfaces; massive v/ithin 
sti'uctures; firm, slightly plastic, 
Thero aro a fev; dark stains of dark 
olive gray to olive gray {$13/2. to 
k/2) on structural surfaces and a 
few 7/ellov;i3h brown mottlings 
" (iora5/6). 
P-I|.ll-10 Ii.0-I|.8 G Light olive gray (5y6/2) light silty 
clay loam; massive with a fe?; pin­
holes; slightly plastic, slightly 
firm. There aro a fev; olive gray 
to dark olive gray (5Y)+/2 to 5/2) 
stains on root channels and occa-
sional yellowish brown (lOYR^/S) 
mottlings. 
P~il.ll-ll 60-70 Sample of underlying loess material, 
silt loam. 
P~l|ll-12 80-90 Sample of underlying loess material, 
silt loam. 
At 103 Dark gray silty clay loam, loess-
like material; ajjparently buried 
soil. Ko sample obtained. 
Haig silty clay loam, P-L1.I3. Location: At S-^- corner of Section 
22, Liberty Twp., T71N> RlOW, Jefferson County, cultivated 
site. Collected by G. M. Schafer and F. P. Rlecken on Novem­
ber 1, 1952. 
P-Il.13-1 0-7 Alp Black (10TO2/1) light silty clay 
loam of strong fine granular struc­
ture; moderately fine, slightly 
plastic. 
P-lj.13-2 7-10 A]_ Black (10rR2/l) liG;ht silty clay 
loam of strong fine granular struc­
ture; moderately firm, moderately 
plastic. The color v;lthin the center 
of the structural units is slightly 
lighter. 
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Horizon Dexrbh Horizon 
nuaiTjer inchoa designation Deacrlption 
P-[|.13-3 Ai Black (10Yn2/l) medium silty clay 
loam of strong vei'y fine sviban^ialar 
blocky structure; firm, moderately 
plastic. The color is slightly 
lighter v/ithln the structural iinits. 
p-ij.13-1^ 11.1.-17 A3 Black (IOYR2/I) heavy silty clay 
loam of strong very fine suban^jular 
blocky structLire; flm, plastic. 
The color is slli^htly lif>;htor v/ith­
in the structural units. 
P-li.l3-p 17-20 D2 Black (10YR2/1) light silty clay of 
strong fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; very firm, very plastic. This 
horizon lacks mottling but the color 
within the structural units varies 
from very dark brown to very dark 
grayish-brown (10YR2/2 to 3/2). 
P-ll.13-6 20-23 Bg Black (IOYR2/I) medium silty clay of 
strong fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; very firm, very plastic. 
There are occasional very dark gray-
'' ish bx''own (2.5Y3/2) mottlings and 
very occasional yollowish brov/n 
(10YR5/6) specks. 
P-I4.I3-7 23-27 B2g Very dark gray (2.5Y3/1) medium 
silty clay of moderate fine sub-
angular blocky structure; very firm, 
very plastic. There are moderate 
very dark grayish brovm to dark 
grayish brovm (2.5Y3/2 to l\./2) occa­
sional yellowish brown {10TOi?/6) 
specks, and a very fev/ small (-|- mm.) 
dark concretions. 
P-Il.13-8 27-33 Bgp. Vory dark gray (2.5?Y"3/l) light silty 
clay of moderate fine subangular 
blocky structure; faintly prismatic; 
firm, plastic. There are dark gray-
ish brov/n to light olive brown 
{2,9£k/2. to 5/3) mottlings and a few 
yollowish brown (10YRl?/6) specks. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
nxiitiber inches desif;natlon peacrlption 
P-I4.I3-9 33-30 B3Q Dark gray (2.5yIi./1) heavy sllty 
clay loam of weak modiijra subancu-
lar blocky structure, and 
moderately lirismatlc; firm, moder­
ately plastic. The color la 
largely on the structural surface; 
liglat olive brown (2.5y^/3) within 
the structural units; mottlings of 
' dark grayish brown to light olive 
brown (2,^Yli./2 to 5/3) and a few 
light olive brov/n stains (2.j^Y^/6), 
P-L.^13-10 38-il-Il- B3(J Olive gray (^Yk/2} light silty clay 
loam; weak coarse blocky structure; 
weakly prismatic, numerous pinholes; 
slightly firm, slightly plastic. 
The color Is largely on the struc­
tural surfaces; there are a few 
light olive brown mottles (2.3^^5/6). 
P-ii.13-11 l|ij.-52 C Olive gray {$Ip/2) sllty loam; 
massive; friable, nonplastio. There 
are occasional aones of dark stains 
(913/2) and zones of yellowish brown 
mottlings (10X1^5/6 to 
P-il.13-12 65-75 Sample of underlying loess, sllty 
clay loam. 
At 95 very compact loess-like 
material. No sample obtained. 
Haig silty clay loam, P-i|.ll+. Location: I60 yards west of road 
at north edge of SEi WW^ of Section 23, t69K, RTV/, Lee Coimty, 
cultivated site. Collected by G. M. Schafer on Kovember 11, 
1952. 
P-I|.li|.-1 0-7 Very dark brown (10ni2/2) silty clay 
loam (very near silt loam) of 
moderate fine granular structure; 
slightly firm, nonplastic. 
P-l4.lll.-2 7-11 A-j_ Very dai-'k brov/n (10yn2/2) light sil­
ty clay loam of strong fine granular 
structure; moderately firm, non-
plastic. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
number inchsa desiKnatlon Description 
P-I4.II1-3 ll-lll- Ai Very dark brown (10YR2/2) light 
silty clay loam of strong, fine gran­
ular structure; moderately firm, 
slightly plastic. 
P-ll.ll^.-i|. II4.-IO A3 Black (IOYR2/ I )  heavy silby clay loam 
of strong very fine subangular blocky 
structure; moderately firm plastic. 
P-It-lil.-!^ 18-21 B2 Black (2.J?Y2/l) silty clay of strong 
very fine subangular bloclcy structure; 
flrna, very plastic. The dark color 
is largely on the surface of the 
structural units. There are a few 
,, dark yellov/ish brovm to yellowish 
brown (10ynli-/ii. to $/(>) raottlings. 
P-I4.II1-6 21-21]. Bgp. Very dark gray (2.5Y3/1) sllty clay 
^ of strong fine subangular blocky 
structure; very firm, very plastic. 
The dark coloi' is mainly on struc­
tural surfaces w ith mottlinij;s of 
very dark grayish brown to olive 
brown (2.5Y3/2 to and occasional 
yellov/ish brown (lOYRV^) ^po cks. 
P~l|.ll].-7 2!+-28 Bgp. Very dark gray (2.^Y3/l) silty clay 
\7lth strong fine subangular blocky 
structure; very firm, very plastic. 
The dark color is on the structural 
surfaces; frequent very dark grayish 
brown to light olive brov/n (2.5>Y3/2, 
lj./3 and J^/3) mottlings and occa­
sional yellowish brov/n (10YF{^/6) 
specks; occasional dark concretions. 
P-I|.ll|.-8 28-3I1. Bof. Dark gray to very dark gray (2.5Y3/1; 
to L|./l) (variable color distinctly 
on structural surfaces) light sllty 
clay of moderate fine subangular 
blocky structiore; firm, plastic. 
There are raottlings of dark grayish 
brov/n to light olive brov/n (2.^l4./2 
to 5/3) and occasional specks of 
yellov/ish brown (10YR5/6); occa­
sional dark coiicretions. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
nrniber inches designation Description 
P-Ll.ll4.-9 3l|~l-l-0 BOQ Dark gray to gray (2.5yIi./1) (color 
distinctly on structural surfaces); 
iriediuni silty clay loam of weak med­
ium Sixban;';ular blooky structure; 
moderately firm, moderately plastic. 
There are dark grayish brown to 
light olive brovm (2. !?Yl|./2 to 5/3) 
and yellov/ish brovm (10YH5/6) mot-
tlincB and very occasional dark 
concretions. 
P-[|-1I(.-10 11.0-^2 0 Light olive pjray (5y6/2) light silty 
clay loam; massive; friable, non-
plastic. There are zones of yellow­
ish brown (10YR5/6 to 5/8) mottling 
and occasional f ine ' (-Pj to 3 nun.) 
dark concretions, 
P-ij.lIl.-ll 52-68 G Light gray (5Y7/2) silt loam, massive, 
with yellowish brown (10Yn5/6 to 5/8) 
mottlings, 
At 8[(. Gray buried soil. No sample obtained. 
Haig silt loam, P-l6[|., Location; 0.1 mile west of SE corner of 
Section Tippecanoe Twp., T71H, R7W, Henry County, grass 
roadside site. Collected by p. P. Riecken and Orval Pierce in 
October 1950' 
P-l6i^-l 0-6 Very dark gray (10YR3/1) heavy silt 
loam; moderate fine granular struc­
ture; friable, nonplastic. 
P-16[|.-2 6-10 A]_ Very dark gray (IOYR3/I) light silty 
clay loam; moderate fine granular 
structure; friable, nonplastic. 
P-16[|.-3 10-1[|. Very dark gray (10YR3/1) mediiam silty 
clay loam; weak very fine subangular 
blocky structure; firm, slightly 
plastic, 
P-l6I|.-Ii. 1I1.-18 A3 Very dark gray (10YR3/1) heavy silty 
clay loam, moderate very fine sub-
angular blocky structui'e; firm, 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
nunibor Inches designation Description 
plastic. A few inottlings of strong 
brown (7«^YR^/6). 
P-16I|.-5J 18-21}. Bo Very dark gray (lC5yR3/l) sllty clay; 
strong fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; firm, very plastic; niottlings 
of strong brown (7.^YRi?/6 to 5/0). 
P-I6I4.-6 2[j.-30 Do,;^ Dark gray (S.^yI+A) ailty clay, 
" strong fine subangular blocky struc­
ture; firm, very plastic; slightly 
darker along .some sti^uctural sux*-
faces and mottling ranging to olive 
• gray (5y5/2), occasional strong 
brown (7 • ^YR$/S) spe cks. 
P-I6L1.-7 30-36 B2-B3g Olive gray ($Yk/2) heavy silty clay 
loam, moderate fine subangiilar 
blocky structure with tendency to 
weakly prismatic; firm, plastic; 
occasionally darker colo]? (2.^?Y3/l 
to i|./l) on structural surfaces and 
yellowish brov/n (10YR5/6) mottles. 
P-l6).|.-0 36-I1.3 Bo q  Gray (5y6/1) silty clay loam, weak 
fine subangular blocky structure; 
friable, slightly plastic; some dark 
colors (IOYR3/I 'to I|./l) on struc­
tural s\ir faces. 
Garwin silty clay Ipam, P-I4.15. Location: 30 feet west of 
fence in NE^: SE-^ IJE^ - of Section 6, Hickory Grove Tv/p., T81K, 
R17W, Jasper County, cultivated site. Collected by G. M. 
Schafer and E, M. White on November lij., 19^2. 
P-[l.l|p-l 0-7 Alp Black (10Y"R2/l) light silty clay 
loam of weak fine granular struc­
ture; somev/hat puddled and suggestion 
of platiness; fii-'m, nonplastic. 
P-I|.lij-2 7-11 Black (10YR2/1) light silty clay loam 
of strong fine granular structure; 
friable, nonplastic. The color with­
in structural units is slightly 
lighter. There are a few yellowish 
)(,>'/:' brown (10YR5/6) mottlings. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
nixniber inches designation Description 
P-I|.l5-3 11-1^ A]_ Black (IOYR2/I) raedii-ijTi silty clay 
loam of strong very fine subangular 
blocky structure; friable, slightly 
plastic. The color v.'ithin struc­
tural units is slightly lighter. 
There are a few yellowish brown 
(10yR5/6) mottlings. 
P-l|.li^-il. IJp-lS Ao Black (lOTRS/l) medium silty clay 
loam of strong very fine subangular 
blocky structure; frinble, moder­
ately plastic. The color within 
structural units is slightly lighter. 
There are a few yellowish brown 
(10YR5/6) mo t tl ings . 
P~Il.l5-5 18-21 Bx Very dark gray (10YR3A) heavy silty 
clay loam of s trong very fine sub-
angular blocky structure; friable, 
moderately plastic. The color with­
in structural units is very dark 
brown to dark grayish- brown {10YR3/2 
to i|./2). There are a fev/ yellowish 
i '0 brown (lOYRip/6) mottlings. 
P-Ij.15-6 21-214. B2 Very dark gray (10YR3/1) heavy silty 
clay loam of strong very fine sub-
angular blocky structure; moderately 
friable, moderately plastic. The 
color v/lthin structural units is 
dark grayish brown to grayish brovm 
(10YRi|/2 to 5/2)» There are a fev/ 
yellowish brovm (lOYR^/o) mottlings 
and occasional dark concretions. 107^ 
p-I}.13'-7 2I1.-28 Bpp. Dark gray (2.5y1|/1) light silty clay 
^ of strong fine subangular blocky 
structure; moderately friable, mod­
erately plastic. The color within 
the structural units is light olive 
brown (2.5y5/3)« There are a fev; 
yellowish brown {10YR5/6) mottlings 
1'^'"' and occasional dark concretions. 
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Horizon Depth Horizon 
numbor inches desip;nation Description 
20-33 B3g Dark grayish brown (2.5Yi|./2) silty 
clay loam of strong fine subangu-
lar blocky structure; moderately 
friable, moderately plastic. The 
color within structural units is 
light olive brov/n (2.5Y^/3)* There 
are occasional yellowish brov/n 
(10YR5/6) mottlings and occasional 
dark concretions. 
I 'J 
P-Il.1^-9 33~)4-0 Bop Dark grayish brown (2.^y!4./2) silty 
clay loam of weak medim subangii-
lar blocky structure and weakly 
prismatic; moderately firm, slightly 
plastic. The dark color is dis­
tinctly on structural surfaces; 
light olive brown (2.5Y3'/3) within 
structural units. There are 
frequent yellov/lsh brov;n (10YR!j/6 
to ^/8) mottlings, particularly 
tov;ard lower part of horizon, and 
occasional dark concretions. 
P-ij.lj?~10 G , Light olive gray (5y6/2) silt loam; 
massive; friable, nonplastlc; with 
frequent yellowish brown {10kR$/6 
to ^/8) mottlings and occasional 
dark concretions, 
P-il.1^3-11 50-6Ij. 0 Light olive gray (^y6/2) silt loam 
similar to horizon above. 
Loess continued below l66" without 
reaching an old soil surface. 
Total loess thickness not deter­
mined. 
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Methods 
Soil sampling 
At each site selected for the sampling of a soil profile 
the profile was exposed in a pit dug to the depth of the 
solum or slightly deeper. The pit was made sufficiently 
large so that the profile could be studied adequately on a 
vertical face. The horizons and depths to be sampled were 
then marked. Pull descriptions of the samples v/ere taken as 
the horizons were sampled. Samples of the loess at depths 
belov/ the bottom of the pit were obtained with a bucket-type 
or Retzer auger. 
Samples of undistxarbed natural structure, to be used for 
porosity and permeability determinations, were obtained for 
selected horizons at several of the profile sites. These v/ere 
obtained in quadruplicate using a sampler such as described 
by Coile {!$), This sampler consists of a small steel cylin­
der with a sharp, tapei'^ed cutting edge and containing a 
removable brass ring. This cylinder was forced vertically 
into the soil in such a manner as to produce a minimum of dis­
turbance of the soil structure. The cylinder was then removed 
from the soil, the brass ring containing soil removed, and 
the excess soil at either end carefully shaved flush, leaving 
a definite volume of soil in the rln£; v/lth the original 
structure well preserved. The rings v/ere then placed in mois­
ture tight containers to prevent drying. As soon as feasible. 
I k  
the samples v/ere placed vinder refrlGei-ation to retard micro­
biological activity. The samples were kept for a maxiratmi of 
about three weeks before the porosity determinations v;ere 
made, 
The bulk soil samples v/ere air dried and then ground to 
pass a two millimeter round hole sieve. Ho fine gravel 
(larger than tv/o millimeters) was found in any of the soil 
samples. After grinding, the samijles were thoroughly mixed 
before storing in pint jars. The moisture content of the 
air-dry samples was determined prior to laboratory work in 
order that the results of laboratory determinations could be 
converted to an absolute oven-dry basis. 
Mechanical analysis 
Mechanical analyses by the pipette method were made for 
all of the soil profiles studied. The profiles collected in 
19^2 v/ero sent to the Deltsville laboratories of the Bureau 
of plant Industry, The procedure for the pipette method aa 
used in the Beltsville laboratory is described by Kilmer and 
Alexander (27)« Meclianical analyses for the other three 
profiles v/ere available from the soil survey laboratory at 
Iowa State College. Standard i>rocedure for the pipette method 
of mechanical analysis was used. The individual sand classes 
'^'Mechanical analysis for profiles P-l6I|. and P-l6^? com­
pleted by 0, Pierce, for P-139 by J. E, McClelland. The outline 
of the procedure is available from soil physics at Iowa State 
Colle ge. 
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v/ere not determined for these three profiles. In addition, 
the 20-50 micron fraction Includes the weight of the organic 
matter as no correction was made after its destruction v/lth 
hydrogen peroxide. 
Fractionation of the clay separate 
The clay separate (less than 2 microns) was fraction­
ated for all of the soil profiles studied with the exception 
of profile P-139. The centrifuge in combination with the 
pipette,' as described by Steele and Bradfleld (!p6) was used. 
Their equation was used to calculate the time period neces­
sary to obtain tho fractions less than 0.2 micron and loss 
than 0.06 micron. Gentrlfuging was carried out at 2200 
revolutions per minute. The pipette sample v/as obtained with 
a $ milliliter pipette at a sampling depth of 2 centimeters. 
(Calibration of the pipette indicated actual delivery of 
milliliters.) The radius of rotation to the surface of sus­
pension and to tlie sampling depth, and R2* of the Steele 
and Bradfleld (^6) equation, were l8,l]. centimeters and 20.Lj. 
centimeters, respectively. These values v/ore dependent upon 
tho aliquot centrifuged and the size of the centrifuge tubes, 
as well as the centrifuge. 
The procedure was modified somev/hat from that used by 
Steele and Bradfleld 0^6} and also from that used by Ulrlch 
(^9). The procedure employed was as follov/s; Duplicate 
5)-gram soil samples v;ere leached in centrifuge tubes with 
100 milliliters of approximtoly 0.05>N IICl, centrifuged 
four times v/lth 25 milliliter allquota of the IICl. The excess 
HOl v/as washed out with distilled water. It was possible to 
OGiitrlfugo the samples twice with v;ator before the samples 
dispersed. The samples were then transferred to flasks and 
treated on a hot plate with 30 percent hydrogen peroxide to 
destroy organic matter. Care was taken that the samples did 
not dehydrate completely while being treated with hydrogen 
peroxide. The samples v;ere then titrated to a distinct pink 
with O.lN NaOII using phenolphthaleln indicator, made up to a 
volume of 2^0 milliliters, and shaken for 2l\. hours. Fifty 
milliliter aliquots were centrifuged. Separate allquots v/ere 
taken for the determination of tlie clay less than 0.2 micron 
and the clay less than 0.06 micron. The centrifuglng time 
was measured from the moment the motor v^as tiorned on until it 
v/as turned off; no correction was made for the acceleration 
or retardation, A temperature correction was found necessary 
to compensate for a temperature increase during the centri~ 
fuge period for the less than 0.06 micron clay. The 
temperature increase was found to be approximately 9° 0. 
Therefore, the time of centrifuglng v/as taken for a temperature 
Duplicate samples leached in Duclmer funnels gave com­
parable results In centrifuglng fine clay to indicate that 
washing tv;lce was sufficient to remove the excess HGl. 
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G. higher tlian the beginning temperature of the soil 
suspension. Ho temperature correction was found necessary for 
the much shorter centrifuging period in determining the less 
than 0.2 micron clay. 
porosity or volume composition 
Porosity determinations were made to determine the aer­
ation and capillary porosity. The aeration porosity''^ is the 
sum of the volumes of tho large pores which will not hold 
water tightly by capillarity, while the capillary porosity is 
tho sujii of the volume of tho small pores which hold water by 
capillarity (6). The aeration porosity is considered to be 
related to the drainage characteristics of the soils (5)(28) 
(35)• The moisture removed from the soil under a tension of 
[|.0 centime tors of vmter for 2l.|- hours has been used by Learner 
and Shave (29) as a reliable estimate of the non-capillary or 
aeration porosity. 
The procedure for handling the natural structure samples 
on tho tension plate as given by Ulrich (59) was follov/ed. 
The volume of tho soil occupied by air when removed from the 
tension plate was assumed to be the aeration porosity and that 
occupied by v/ater to be the capillary porosity. The specific 
gravity of the soil solids v/as assumed to be 2.'65. 
'Formerly termed the non-capillary porosity. 
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Tho methods of calculation are as follows: 
Volume of ring - weight of soil 
Total porosity ia =: specific gravity^ -|_gQ 
volume of ring 
Total solids i = 100^*^ - total porosity ^  
Volume of v/ater remainiaig in sample 
after 2i\. hours on tension plate at 
Capillary porosity % =3 I-FQ 9,!?;,r. 
volume of ring 
Aeration porosity % zz Total porosity fo - Capillary porosity ^0 
The b\ilk density, or volunao v/eight, of the soil may also be 
calculated using the values for the oven-dry weight of the 
soil and the volume of the ring. The total porosity may then 
also bo calculated by using the' values for bulk density: 
Total porosity % = 1 - . x 100 
specific gravity 
The data reported for porosity or volume composition aro the 
averages for four samples for each horizon. 
Soil reaction or pH 
The pH of all soil horizons sampled vms determined with 
the glass electrode, A soil-water ratio of 1:1 was used. 
The soil-v/ater suspension was stiiTOd, allovired to stand for 
abotit 30 minutes, then stirred v/ell just prior to measuring 
the pH. The soil-water ratio of 1:1 is suggested by Peech, 
et al., (Ip.) as a standard ratio for pH determinations. 
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The pll values of soils generally increase with dilution. It 
should bo noted that a soil-vmtor ratio of 1;2.5 vms used by 
Ulrich (^9) (60) in determining pH valxies for soils similar 
to those reported here. 
Cation exchange capacity 
The cation exchanee capacity was determined by centrl-
fu^ln^ with neutral normal aiiKioniuiu acetate essentially by 
the procedure as given in the U, 3. Regional Salinity Labora­
tory Manual The exchangeable ammonium hold by the soil 
v/as extracted by centrifugints with O.J; normal potassium 
chloride. The aim-rionium in a suitable aliquot of the extract, 
usually 1 milliliter, was determined by nesslerlaation. 
Nessler's reagent was prepared according to the directions 
given in the Salinity Laboratory Manual (i|.3)» page 113. The 
transmlttancy of the nessloriaed solution was measured with 
an Evelyn photoelectric colorimeter in exactly 30 minutes 
using a IJ.20 millimicron filter. The milliequlvalents of am­
monium wore determined by comparing the transmittancy with a 
calibration ciirve from standard solutions of ammonium sulfate 
and ainmoniuiTi chloride plotted on semi-logaritlmiic Gi'''^ph paper. 
Exchanf^eable cations 
The exchangeable hydrogen was determined by leaching the 
samples with 2^0 milliliters of neutral normal barium acetate 
according to tlis method described by Black (3). The acidity 
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In the loachate vms titrated to a faint pink color with stan­
dard sodium hydroxide using phenolphthalein as an indicator, 
A blank do termination v/as made by titrating 2^0 milliliters 
of the bariiam acetate solution in tho same manner. 
The exchangeable bases, calcimi, magnesium and potas­
sium v^ere determined. Methods used v/ere adapted from Peech, 
F>t nl. J (i|.l) and Black (8), The exchangeable bases v/ere 
extracted from 2^ gram samples by leaching with neutral normal 
aminonium acetate. The extraction and preparation of the 
leachate for determination of the individual cations were 
accomplished as outlined by Peech, ai. al.., (l+l)* 
The determination of exchangeable calcium and magnesium 
followed procedures given by Black (0), Calcium was precipi­
tated as the oxalate and determined volumetrlcally by a 
permanganate titration. Tho filtrate from the calcium deter­
mination was saved for the determination of magnesium. 
Magnesium was precipitated with diaraEionium phosphate and 
determined volumetrlcally with standard acid and base. 
Exchangeable potassium vms determined v/ith the Perkin-
Elmer Model ^20 flame photometer utilizing the lithium 
Internal standard teclonlque. 
Total carbon and nitrogen 
Total carbon was determined by tho dry combustion method 
as given by Black (8). The samples were ignited for 10 or 
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more minutes in the combustion furnace of the carbon train. 
The carbon dioxide evolved was absorbed In an aacarlte-
anhydrone absorption tower and v/eighed. 
In addition to carbon determinations by the dry combus­
tion method, or;_^anic carbon determinations by the chromic 
acid-tltration method (it-l) were available for six of the soil 
profiles studied. Those dstenainations v;ere made at the 
Beltaville laboratory of the Bureau of plant Industry. 
Total nitrogen in the soil samples vms determined using 
a standard Kjeldahl procedure. Anhydrous sodium sulfate and 
a small piece of coppor v/ire wore added to the sample and 
digestion in concentrated sulfuric acid carried oat for 2 
hours. The aiTmonia was distilled into standard hydrochloric 
acid and the excess acid titrated using methyl red-methylene 
blue indicator. 
Laboratory Studies 
Mechanical analysis 
The mechanical analysis data for the sequence of loess-
derived Wlesenboden soils of southeastern Iowa are presented 
in Table 1. The silt fraction has been separated into coarse 
and fine silt for all of the profiles. For the six profiles 
sampled in 19!?2, data for the individual sand classes are 
available. Only the total sand is f;iven in Table 1. The per­
centages of the sand classes for the six profiles are given 
in Table 2. 
4 
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Table 1, Meclianical analyses of Talntor, Halg and 
Garwln profiles"*^ 
i/ y' 
Coarse Pine Total 
Sand silt silt silt Clay 
>50 50-20 20-2 50-2 <2 
Saaple Depth micron raicron micron micron micron 
nuTiibe r Inches c/ /O i <sf /o i 
Taintor, P-il-lO \ 
1 0-6 1.0 27.2 37.3 6I1..5 31;. 5 
2 6-9 0.7 25.8 3^.1 60.9 38,ij. 
3 9-114- 0.7 23.6 311.. il- 58.0 IA.3 
it 1^-17 0.7 23.6 32.5 56.1 1+3.2 
5 17-20 0.7 23.6 32.6 56.2 ii.3.1 6 20-23 0.6 22.1 32.6 5:ii..7 I1.14..7 
7 23-27 1.0 21.7 33.0 55-.7 kh*3> 8 27-33 2.0 23.6 3I4..6 58.2 39.0 
9 33-I1.O 1.2 25.7 36.3 62.0 36.8 
10 kO-ii.8 0.3 29.5 36.6 66.1 33.6 
11 60-70 1.0 3iv.0 39.8 73.8 25.2 
12 75-85 0.2 23.9 
Taintor, 
I1.7.6 
P-ll.12 
71.5 28.3 
1 0-7 0.9 26.1 36.1 62.2 36.9 
2 7-11 0.8 26.3 33.1 59. Ii. 39.8 
3 11-15 0.9 2ii..7 314-. 0 58.7 L|.0 .Lj. 
4 15-18 0.9 2li..2 33.5 57.7 I1.I.I.I. 
1 18-21 1.7 21.6 33.!^ 55.1 11-3.2 6 21-2k 2.7 22.7 33.3 56.0 I1.1.3 
7 214.-28 2.5 23.2 3)4-. 6 57.8 39.7 
8 2H-35 2.6 26.6 3ff.9 61.5 35.9 
9 3^-I>2 
5I4--06 
0.8 30.1 3O.6 66.7 32.5 
10 1.2 33.il. 
Taintor, 
38.8 
P-165'="^ 
72.2 26.6 
1 0-5 0.7 311-.^ 31.3 65.8 33.14 
2 5-9 0.9 30.6 33.2 63.8 35.3 
3 9-111. 1.1 30.5 31.3 61.8 37.1 
lI^-19 1.2 27.5^ 30.9 58.14 l+O.ii-
19-2I1. 1.3 29.5 26.8 56.3 142.1+ 6 2 )4.-28 1.7 28.2 29.1 57.3 I1.1.0 
7 28-33 1.1+ 33.1 27.7 60.8 37.8 
8 33-38 0.9 37.8 27.7 65.5 33.5 _ 
9 38-11.5 1.1 39.8 27.6 67.1i- 31.5 
10 k5-52 1.1 39.6 . 31.8 71.I|. 27.6 
11 52-60 1.8 1^-5.9 35.0 80.9 17.3 
"Determinations at Beltaville Laboratory of Bureau of Plant 
Industry except as noted. 
"'Mechanical analysis by 0. Pierce. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Coarse Fine Total 
Sand silt silt silt Clay 
>50 50-20 20-2 5o-2 <2 
Sample Depth micron micron micron micron micron 
number inches % i % 
Taintor, p-139''''^^'^ 
1 0-6 0.6 26.3 33.11- 59.7 39.7 
2 6-9 0;5 2I4..I4. 33.2 57.6 fl.1.9' 
3 9-12 0.7 2I1.5 33.2 57.7 lil.6 
k 12-15 0.8 23.5 33.5 57.0 It.2.2~ 
5 15-18 0.8 23.2 33.2 56 .14. 1^.2.8„ 
6 18-21 1.0 22.9 31.8 5i|..7 ii4.3 
7 21-2it. 1.3 25.0 29. ^.3 
8 2I1.-27 1.6 22.9 32.1 55.0 11-3.1+ 
9 27-30 2.2 32.7 57.I|. lio.li 
10 30-33 28.5 32.3 60.8 37.8" 
11 33-36 1.5 27.7 3I1-.7 62«L|. 36.1 
12 36-lj.2 1.5 27.5 35.9 63 .k 35.1 
13 i|.2-I|.8 1.5 30.6 35.2 65.8 32.7 
111- k8.5a 0.6 33.9 3I1..3 68.2 31.2 
16 60-66 1.0 36,2 31^..9 71.1 27.9 
Haig, P--1^.11 
1 0-6 i.ii- 29.1 39*8 68.9 29.7 
2 6-10 1*1 28.8 38.0 66 i8 32.1 
3 10-11+ 1.1 2ii..9 36.1 61.0 37.9 
it li|--17 1.2 23*9 32.7 56 ^ 6 I|.2.2 17-20 1.1 21.2 31.5 52.7 1^6.2 
6 20-23 1.0 21.8 314 53.2 I^5.8 
7 23-27 0.8 2l4.,0 32.li 56.1<. ii2.8 
8 27-3tl. 1.0 27.1 32.6 59.7 39.3 
9 34-^-0 1.2 28.5 311-.7 63.2 35.6 
10 ilo-ij.8 0.6, 30.3 35.6 65.9 33.5, 
11 60-70 0.8 32.1 l+O.ii- 72.5 26.7 
12 80-90 1.0 36.5 39.5 76.0 23.0 
Haig, p. -1^13 
1 0-7 1.3 26.0 It.1.9 67.9 30.8 
2 7-10 1.3 25.7 il.1.3 67.0 31.7 
3 lO-ll-i. 1.5 23.9 39.5 63 .k 35.1 
it 1L1.-17 1.6 21.6 37.2 59.6 38.6 5 17-20 1.1 20.I|. 36.0 56.11- il-2.5 
Mechanical analysis by J. E. T.icGlelland 
8l|. 
Table 1 (Contlnuod) 
Coarse Pino To tal 
Sand silt silt silt Clay 
>^0 50-20 20-2 50-2 <2 
Einiplo Dopth. micron micron micron micron micron 
lurnber Inches /O cf /'J fo /'y f'o 
6 20-23 0.9 19.9 33.il 5^3.3 i|.5.6 
7 23-27 1.3 18.8 32.5 51.3 Ij-7.Ii-
8 27-33 l.Ll. 20.3 33.9 ^il-.2 IIIL.IL 
9 33-38 1.8 2l|..6 35.3 59.9 38.li-
10 38-iiii- 1.1 25.8 35.9 61.7 37.2 
11 0.8 30.9 It-l. 6 72.5 26.7 
12 S-75; 0.9 274 37.5 6Ii..9 3I1-.2 
I-Ialg, P-ij.ll|. 
1 0-7 0.9 28.1 1+2.9 71.0 28.0 
2 7-11 1.0 25^.3 66.8 32.2 
3 ll-lii 1.1 2l|..6 38.6 63.2 35.7 
k lit.-l8 1.1 20.9 37.6 58. 
18-21 0.8 20.1 33.6 53.7 It-5.5 
6 21-2IL 0.9 18.0 3I1..2 52.2 1.1-6.9 
7 2k'2Q 0.7 20.Ii- 3I4..7 till-.2 
8 2Q-3k 1.2 21.7 36.3 58.0 I|.0,8 
9 3ll.-^0 0.9 23.9 38.7 62.6 36.5-
10 0.7 25.9 il-1.9 67.8 31.5 
11 ^2-60 1.2 26.6 i|-3.7 70.3 28.5 
Halg, P-I6[i.^''^^ 
1 0-6 l.li [|.0.0 31.9 71.9 26.7 
2 6-10 1.6 37.5 31.6 69.1 29.2 
3 10-Ik 1.8 3i^.9 29. li- 6)4.. 3 33.9 
4 111.-18 1.8 30.3 30.2 60.5 37.7 
l8-2i!. 1.9 25.6 211-. 1 i|9.7 i+o .[j. 
6 2),|.-30 1.8 26,7 26.0 52.7 i|-5.5 
7 30-36 2»l\. 27.5 30.7 58.2 39.11-
8 36-k3 1.3 27.5: 3it-.l4- 61.9 36.8 
9 ip-^o 1.6 30.0 3il..8 61}..8 33.6" 
10 ^0-60 0.7 37.0 33.2 70.2 29.2 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Coarse Pine Total 
Sand silt silt silt Clay 
>50 50-20 20-2 50-2 <2 
Sample Dep th micron micron micron micron micron 
nijmbor Indies ci /J oi /O 
Garv/in, P-il.15 
1 0-7 1.9 31.1 36.3 67.1} 30.7 
2 7-11 1.8 27.6 36.0 63. D 311-. 6 
3 11-15; 2.2 27.3 35.1 62.li. 35.I1. 
II- 15-18 2.3 27.I|- 33.3 60.7 37.0 
5; 18-21 2.2 26.2 33.1 59.3 38.5 
6 2I-2I1 2.1 27.0 31.5 58.5 39.11-
7 2k-2^ 2.2 26. 30.Il- 56.8 41.0 
8 28-33 2.3 31.2 28.0 59.2 38.5 
9 33-I1-O 3.0 33.9 28.3 62.2 311-.8 
10 ij.o-5o 3.3 36.14. 28,3 611.7 32.0 _ 
11 50-61;. 3.2 38.1]. 28.1 66.5 30.3 
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Table 2. Sand fractions in the Taintor, Haig, and 
Garwin profiles"^'* 
Vei'y Vei-»y 
coarse Coarse Medium Pine fine 
sand sand sand sand sand 
2.0-1.0 1.0-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0,1 0.1-0.05 
Sample Depth Km. rrmu mm. mra. mm. 
number Inches ri /J A' cf fO iO r<i 
Taintor , F-i).10 
1 0-6 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 O.ii-
2 6-9 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
3 9-II1. 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
it lit--17 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
17-20 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 O.Li. 
6 20-23 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
7 23-27 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
8 27-33 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5 
9 33-li.O 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 .1|. 0.3 
10 |j.0-l|.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 
11 60-70 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 
12 7^-8^ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 
Taintor , P-I1.I2 
1 0-7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 .1|. 
2 7-11 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1+ 
3 11-li^ 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 
k 1!^-18 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 O.Ii-
18-21 O.Ij. O.It- 0.2 0.3 0.1+ 
6 21-2IJ. 0.7 0.8 0.3 O.Li. 0.5 
7 2)4.-28 0.6 0.7 0.3 O.Ij- 0.5 
8 28-35 0.3 0.6 o.ii- 0.6 0.7 
9 35^2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 Od\. 
10 ,•311.-06 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 
Ilaig, p-Il-ll 
1 0-6 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6 
2 6-10 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 O.Ii-
3 10-lij. 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 O.ij. 
k- 11.1.-17 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 O.l^ 
17-20 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1|. O.I; 
6 20-23 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.Ii-
7 23-27 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 O.i;. 
8 27-3il. 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 
9 3k'kO 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6 
10 ilo-I|.8 0,0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 
11 60-70 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 O.k 
12 80-90 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.8 
"Determinations at Beltaville Laboratory of Bureau of 
Indus try 
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The total sand In the profiles is relatively lov/ and 
varies from 0.6 to 3.3 percent in individual horizons. Only 
in the Garwin profile, P-i|.l3', is there a significant nujnber 
of horizons containing more than 2 percent sand. A consider­
able portion of the sand is thought to be concretionary 
material and likely accounts for the general increase in 
sand content in the lower part of the solvun for most of the 
soils. DGcause of the lov; sand percentage in all of tlio 
profiles the significant differences betv/een the profiles 
center upon variations in clay content. 
The distribution of clay (less than 2 micron) v/ith depth 
in the profiles is presented in Figure 9 for Taintor profiles, 
Figure 10 for Haig profiles, and Figure 11 for the Garwln 
profile. The Taintor profiles and the Haig profiles are both 
reasonably comparable within each groxip. Greater horizon 
differentiation from the A]_ to the is evident for the Haig 
than for the Taintor profiles. In the Haig profiles the clay 
content la less than 31 percent in the surface horizons and 
above 1|6 percent in the maximvuii for the Bg* In the Taintor 
profiles the clay content of the surface horizons is above 
33 percent and of the Bg horizons is less than \\$ percent. 
The clay distribution curve of the Garwin profile is somewhat 
similar to the Taintor in siiape, but has lov/er clay content. 
The clay content of the surface of the Garv/in is less than 31 
percent and of the B2 horizon is just over ij-O percent. 
Figure 9. Distribution of the 2 micron clay with 
depth in Taintor profiles 
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Figure 10. Distribution of the 2 micron clay with 
depth in Halg profiles 
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PERCENT 2  MICRON CLAY 
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Figure 11• Distribution of the 2 micron clay with 
depth in the Garwln profile 
The average depth of maxiimwi clay content in the Bg 
horizon is about 21 inches for the four Talntor x^rofilos and 
also for the four Haig profiles. The depth of maximum clay 
content in the Garwln profile, P-I(.13', is 26 inches. Ttese 
depths are several Inches shallower than reported by Ulrich 
(60) for comparable soils in southwestern Iowa. 
The sxix-'face of the Garv/in profile, P-Ij-l^', Is a light 
sllt77 clay loam and the maximum of the a very light ailty 
clay. As the sequence extends to the Talntor soils, the clay 
content of both the and tioe D2 horizons increases. The 
first Talntor profile in the sequence, P-I65, has the least 
clay in the surface and Bg horizons of the Talntor profiles. 
The maximum clay content of any of the Talntor Ai horizons 
occurs in profile P-139, a heavy silty clay loam from 
Washington County. This profile also has near the hiii^est 
clay content in the Bg horizons of any of the Talntor pro­
files. The Talntor profile fr-ora northwestern Jefferson 
County, P-lj.l2, has slightly less clay in the Ax and B2 layers 
than does P-139 for similar layers. Profile P-Ip.2 appears 
to be about in the center of tto range of Talntor profiles. 
The horizon differentiation of the Taintor profile P-l+lO 
from southern Jefferson County is past tlie center of the range 
of the series. Its surface clay content has decreased, but 
it has the highest clay content of the Bg horizons of Talntor 
profiles. The Halg surfaces are light silty clay loams or 
9^ 
heavy silt loams and the Bg horizons are silty clays with a 
maximum clay content above l\.$ percent. 
As a means of comparing the characteristics of the pro­
files studied, the textm^'es of the surface horizons and of 
tho horizons v/ith maximum clay content have "been plotted in 
Figure 12 on a portion of the triangular textioral chai't {$$), 
using the silty clay loam, the sllty clay, and j^art of tho 
silt loam texture classes. The data reported by iJlrlch (59) 
for soils of the Winterset, Halg and Sdina series are also 
plotted on this chart. The high sand contents reported by 
Ulrlch (539) have been disregarded and the data plotted as con­
taining 2 percent sand. (The values for total sand reported 
by Ulrich are high for loess-derived soils and indicate a 
questionable sand-coarse silt separation). The axirface layers 
of tho four Talntor profiles group together in the medium to 
heavy silty clay loam texture class (33-1^-0 percent clay), and 
the Bg horizons in the light silty clay class percent 
clay). The surface soils of the seven Halg profiles are 
light silty clay loams or heavy silt loams (2^-31 percent 
clay), while tho Bg horizons are grouped in the medium silty 
clay class (l4.3'-50 percent clay). The Garwin profile and the 
two V/lnterset profiles from southwestern lov/a group together. 
The surface layers of these throe profiles are In the light 
sllty clay loam range (27-31 percent clay) and fall on the 
same part of tho chart as the Halg surface layers. liowever. 
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Figure 12. Textural relationship between A and B horizons and  
profile development for Garwln, Winterset, Taintor 
Haig and Edina profiles 
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the B2 horizons of the Garwin and Wlnterset profiles are 
just barely within the silty clay class (I|.0-I}.3 percent 
clay). The clay content of the Bg horizons of the Garwin 
and V/interset profiles slightly overlaps tlmt of the Talntor 
profiles but, in general, is lower. The two Edina profiles 
show a much more extreme contrast between the Ai and B2 
horizons. The surface layers are silt loams with 21 to 22 
percent clay and the Bg horizons are silty clays with a 
maximum clay content between ^ 2 and $$ percent. 
Observation of the chart in Figure 12 indicates distinct 
but fairly low contrast between the surface and Bg horizons 
for the Talntor profiles and Increasing contrast for the Halg 
profiles and the Edina profiles. The Garv/ln and V/lnterset 
profiles have about the same contrast betv/een the siirface and 
the Bg horizons as do the Talntor profiles, but these 
horizons have a lower clay content. 
Another means of using the mechanical analysis data for 
comparing or contrasting the profiles Is to plot the percent 
clay of the against the percent clay in the Bg horizon 
{maximum clay content in the profile) as 1ms been done in 
Figure I3. In this chart it is again apparent that the pro-
files zone into distinct /groups. A curve has been drawn v/hlch 
indicates the relationships. The Garwin and V/interset pro­
files are grouped together at the low end of the ascending 
part of the curve. The Talntor soils are found near the peak 
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P-4-12  TAIN TOR 
P-4-10 TAIN TOR P-165 TA\NTOR 
P-413  ^  P-4-15 GARWJN 
P - 4 M  
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P - 2 2 1  
P-  164  
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Figure 13 
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Relation of clay content in to clay content in B2 
horizons for Garwin, Winterset, Taintor, Haig and 
Edina profiles 
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of tlio curvo with P-139 from Washington Oomity at the poak. 
Profiles P-li.12 and P-165 aro still on the ascending portion 
of tho curvo. Profile P-l6^ is tho least developed of the 
Taintor profiles v/hile P-li.12 is thought to be near the center 
of the range of the Taintor series. Taintor profile P-Ii.10 
from southern Jefferson County, which is considered to repre­
sent a more extreme development of the Taintor, is on the 
descending portion of the curve. The seven Haig pr'ofiles, 
including tlie three from southwestern Iowa, are grouped 
together on the descending portion of the curvo. Tv;o Edina 
Ijrofiles are still farther on the descending portion of the 
cia-'ve. 
Such a curve for the sequence of Wlesenboden soils 
indicates increasing clay content of both tho and hori­
zons in initial stages of profile development, followed by 
decreasing clay content in the A]_ but increasing clay content 
of the B2 In later stages of profile dovelopraent. Similar 
cur'ves treating the clay content of a broader group of soils 
developed under prairie vegetation, and also under forest and 
pralrle-forost transition, are given by Shrader (l|.9)« He 
Interprets the ascending portion of the curve to represent a 
dominance of clay formation over its destruction and trans­
location, and tho descending portion to Indicate a dominance 
of clay destruction and translocation over clay formation. 
At first in soil development, clay formation in the surface is 
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as rapid as the formation of clay in, and movement to, the 
B horizon. As soil development progresses, clay formation 
in the surface falls off in relation to its loss, and the 
clay content of the D2 horizon continues to Increase by 
translocation and formation. This does not mean to imply, 
however, that a soil with more advanced profile development 
(a greater textural contrast betv/een A and 13) has neces­
sarily passed through all of the preceding stages, but does 
suggest the relationships at the various stages of develop­
ment. 
Fractionation of the clay separate 
The 2 micron clay v/as fractionated into finer fractions 
by centrifuge and pipette methods for eight of the soil pro­
files studied. Two deterrainations were made: percent clay 
less than 0.2 micron, and percent clay less than O.O6 micron. 
These determinations, in connection with the total 2 micron 
clay from the standard mechanical analysis, allov/ed calcu­
lation of tlit-ee size groups: coarse clay, 2.0 to 0.2 microns; 
medium clay, 0.2 to O.O6 micron; and fine clay, less than 
0.06 micron. Such'determinations were made for all horizons 
of the sola of the eight profiles to a depth of approximately 
l+O inches. 
The results of these determinations are shown in Table 3» 
This table reports the total fractions less than 2.0 microns, 
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Table 3. Fractionation of the less than 2 micron clay 
Medimi Coarse 
Total Total Pine clay clay clay 
<2.0 <0.2 <0.06 0.2-0 .06 2 .0-0 .2  
Sample Depth micron micron micron micron micron 
number Inche s 5^ tif /O fo 
Taintor. , P-Ii-lO 
1 0-6 31;. 5 21.7 17.2 4.5  12.8 
2 6-9 38.1;. 21.9 15.9 6.0  16.5  
3 9-lIt. 1+1.3 28.8 20.5 8.3  12.5 
k li|.-17 lj-3.2 33.8 25.5 8.3  9.4 
5 17-20 il.3.1 33.5 27.0  6 .5  9.6 
6 20-23 llil..7 3I1..7 23.1 11.6  10.0 
7 23-27 l+i|-.3 29.9 22.5 7.1+ lll-.Ij. 
8 27-33 39.8 26.8  17.8  9 .0  13.0 
9 33-i|0 36.8 16.0  
Taintor, 
9.6 
, P-ll-12 
6.I1. 20.8 
1 0-7 36.9 20.2 13.7 6.5  16.7  
2 7-11 39.8 28.0  19.0 9.0  11.8 
3 11-15 (1-0.1+ 29.0 19.7 9.3  11.1+ 
15-18 kl.ll. 33.0 25.3 7.7  8.1+ 
1 18-21 l|-3.2 33.5 2I4. .2  9 .3  9.7 6 21-2lj .  i}.1.3 30.0 20.9 9.1  11.3  
7 2lj.-2a 39.7 28.0 18.8 9.2  11.7  
8 28-35 35.9 2I+.3  16 .2  8 .1  11.6 
9 35-It-2 32.5 21.1+ 
Taintor 
111-.7 
, P-165 
6.7  11.1 
1 0-5 33.L; 21.1+ 16.7  4.7  12.0 
2 5-9 35.3 23.2 16.4 6.8 12.1 
3 9-li^. 37.1 23. I|. 15.6 7.8 13.7 
k 11^.-19 ft-O.li- 28.9  20.7  8.2 11.5 ? 19-2iL 11-2. It- 30.3 19.2 11.1 12.1 6 24-28 li-l.O M  — ^  
7 28-33 37.8 • 2)+.0 15.0 9.0 13.8  
8  33-38 33.5 21.9 111-. 5 7.1t- 11.6 
9 38-l|.5 31.5 18.Ij. 
IlalG, 
11.5  
p-li-ii 
6.9 13.1  
1 0-6 29.7 10,3 6.1  4.2  19. li-
2 6-10 32.1 15.2 8.9  6 .3  16.9 
3 10—ll|. 37.9 22.7 15.2  7.5 15.2 
k 111.-17 1+2.2 33.9 23.8  10.1 8.3  ? 17-20 56.2 37.7 26.8  10.9 8.5  6 20-23 3I+.8 211-. 3 10.5 11.0 
7 23-27 11-2.8 30.9 20.5 10. Ii- 11.9 
8 27-311- 39.3 26.2  16.0  10.2 13.1 
9 3ii.-Ii.O 35.6 22.9 lil-.il. 8.5 12.7  
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Me dim Coarse 
Total Total Pino clay clay clay 
<2.0 <0.2 <0.06 0.2-0.06 2.0-0.2 
Sample Depth micron micron micron micron tuicron 
number Inche s cf /O ri /o ci /O 
Ilais, P-I}.13 
1 0-7 30.3 18.2 12.6 5.6 12.6 
2 7-10 31.7 22.3 15.3 7.0 9.1|. 
3 10-III- 35^.1 25. 19.1 6.3 9.7 
i+ II1.-I7 38.6 29.1 23.6 9.5 
17-20 [1.2. J 32.7 2lj.. i' 8.0 9.8 
6 20-23 37.9 30.2 7.7 7.9 
7 23-27 i<.7.k 37.2 30.1 7.1 10.2 
8 27-33 Ml-'fl- 32.Ii- 21.7 10.7 12.0 
9 33-38 38.)+ 27.7 19.7 8.0 10.7 
10 38-lU}. 37.2 2I1..8 
Halg, 
16.5 
P-Il-lil. 
8.3 12.4 
1 0-7 28.0 17.2 12.7 10.8 
2 7-11 32.2 22.2 17.3 k.9 10.0 
3 ll-lk 3i^.7 26.8 20.1). 6.L!. 8.9 
II- II1-I8 It-O.!;. 33.5 27.1 6.k 6.9 
5 18-21 11-5.^ 36.7 29.1 7.6 8.8 
6 21-2iL ij.6.9 37.0 26.5 10.5 9.9 
I  2ii-28 I1I1-.2 30.9 23.8 7.1 13.3 8 28-3I1. ij.0;.8 27.9 16.2 11.7 12.9 
9 3L|.-)+0 36.^ 2I+.I 15.3 8.8 12.14. 
26.7 
Haig, P-l6i|. 
1 0-6 17.6 13.2 ij-.k 9.1 
2 6-10 29.2 20.5 16.6 3.9 8.7 
3 10— "LIl 33.9 22.k 18.0 11.5 
Ik-18 37.7 28.1 21.5 9.6 
10-2II. ).l.8.ii. 39.2 30.5 8.7 9.2 
6 2i|.-30 32.6 21.1 11.5 12.9 
7 30-36 39 .(i- 28.1 18.2 9.9 11.3 
8 36-I1-3 36.8 23.8 
Garv/in, 
15.9 
P-l+15 
7.9 13.0 
1 0-7 30.7 19.9 1^1-,. 3 5.6 10.8 
2 7-11 31-^.6 23.1 15.9 7.2 12.5 
3 11-1^ 35.1]. 26.0 20.7 5.3 9.11. 
k  li^-l8 37.0 27.7 20.1 7 . 6  9.3 
18-21 38.5 28.9 20.0 8 . 9  9.6 
6 2I-2I1. 39 .li- 29.1 19.1 10.0 10.3 
7 211.-28 ll-l.O 2li..6 15.2 9.k 16.k 
8 28-33 38.5 22.8 ik.o 8.8 15.i|. 
9 33-I1.O 3k. 8 18.k 10.2 8.2 16.k 
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0.2 micron, and O.O6 micron (fine clay) aa v/ell as the modlm 
and coarse clay which are deterralned by difference. The 
total clay leas than 2 microns Is reported In Table 3 for 
comparison and duplicates that reported in Table 1. 
The data in Table 3 have been plotted for each profile 
In Pigure ll-i. (Taintor profiles), Figure (Haig profiles), 
and Figure I6 (Gar win profile). These fi,aires show the dis­
tribution v/ith depth for the clay loss than 2 microns, the 
clay less than 0,2 micron, and the clay less than O.O6 micron. 
The distribution of the clay loss than 2 microns for Taintor 
profile, P-I39, is Included in Pigure 11^., The distribution 
curves for the 2 micron clay are the same as in Figures 9 to 
11 v/here they were used to compare profiles of the same series. 
Curves are not presented for the coarse and medium clay. 
The essential similarity of the curves for the three 
clay sizes for each of the profiles may be noted in Figures 
llj. to 16. This sixgfiests that the distribution of the fine 
clay in the profiles controls the shape of the thi*oe curves, 
and is also an indication of the translocation of the fine 
clay. Ulrlch (60) reports the preferential movement of fine 
clay in Wlesenboden profiles as shown by the relatively small 
variation of the coarse and medium clay v/ith depth. Bray 
(10) (11) In stxidies of Illinois soils indicates that profile 
development is duo to formation and movement of the very 
fine colloidal silicates. 
Figure lij.. Distribution of the clay fractions v;ith 
depth in Taintor profiles 
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Figure l6. Distribution of the clay fractions with 
depth in the Garwin profile 
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In the data reported in Table 3 very distinct trends 
appear for the coarse and medlmi clay as well as for the fine 
clay. The coarse clay in all of the soils decreases from 
the surface to about the upper part of the Bg horizon and 
then Increases v/ith greater deijth. Two possible conclusions 
may be drawn, (a) that not all of the fine clay in the Bg 
has accumulated by translocation from upper horizons but tliat 
there is also formation of clay in place, and (b) tliat a 
depth of about 13' to 20 inches, lov/er A horizon to upper B2 
horizon, is tho zone of greatest clay formation. Bray (11) 
indicates formation of clay in the horizon of accumulation 
as well as translocation, but his calculations indicate that 
a large percentage of tho clay in the horizon of accumulation 
is due to translocation. IJlrlch (60) suggests that for the 
sequence of soils in southwestern Iowa the distribution of 
fine clay is indicative of fine clay movement in the profile 
but does not exclude the formation of clay in place. It is 
believed that the clay distribution curves for the profiles 
and the data in Table 3 show both clay formation in place in 
the Bg horizon and translocation of clay to and accumulation 
in the B2 horizon. 
The distribution of the medium clay, 0.2 to 0«06 micron, 
v/ith depth appears to follow the same trend as the fine clay. 
For all of the soils the medium clay increases from the sur­
face to a maximi.im in the Bg horizon aiid decreases belov/ the B2« 
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The maxitnuni accxjmulablon of medium clay Is generally several 
inches belov; tlrnt of the fine clay. This suggests that there 
may have "been some translocation of medium clay in the x>3^o-
filo and accumulation in the B2 horizon. The total amount of 
medium clay in any horizon, however', is miich less tlian that 
of fino clay and varies betv/een one-quarter and one-half the 
amovint of fine clay above the lower part of the solvim. A 
discussion of the factors conditioning the clay translocation 
and accumulation is given by Ulrich (60) relating the texture 
and porosity of the subsoil, quantity and rate of percolating 
water, and the presence of electrolytes, 
Consideration of the clay distribution curves for the 
individual profiles shows very good agreement among the Haig 
profiles and somewhat less agreement among the Taintor pro­
files. The curves suggest an intra-series sequence of Haig 
profiles from minimal to maximal as follows: P-I|.ll, P-i|.13, 
and P-l6ij.. The Haig profile, P-li.ll, is the one 
obtained in the northern part of Jefferson County at the 
northern range of the Haig soils. It 1ms a very low content 
of both fine and medium Clay in the surface. Coarse clay 
comprises a much larger proportion of the total 2 micron clay 
In this profile than for the other Haig profiles. Conditions 
have apparently been adeqviate at this site for mobilization 
of the clay at the surface and accumulation in the Bg horizon 
sufficient to form a minimal Haig profile. Profile P-lj.13 has 
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a thicker solum than the other Haig profiles. This is evident 
both from the morpholosical description and from the mechani­
cal analysis. The maximum clay content of the horizon is 
several inches deeper than for the other Haig profiles. The 
clay content of the surface of P-It.l3 is higher than that of 
other Haig jjrofiles and the clay content of the 132 horizon is 
over 14.7 percent. Profile P-I|.13 appears to have some rela­
tionships to the Taintor profile, P-[].10, v;hich was obtained 
on the same tabular divide two miles distant. Profile P-Ii.l).|. 
appears to be an average "typical" or "central" Haig profile 
with the clay content of 28 percent in the surface layer, just 
within the lov/er range of the silty clay loam class, and a 
maximiiom clay content of the horizon of lj.7 percent. Profile 
P-16I1. has the most advanced profile development of the foxir 
Haig profiles. The clay content, 26.7 percent, of the surface 
is v/ithin the silt loam class and the maximum clay content of 
the B2 horizon is above l|.8 percent. The shape of the clay 
distribution curve between the surface and the B2 horizon for 
P-l6Ij. also indicates a more abrupt break between the A3_ and 
the B2 horizon. 
The curves for clay distribution with depth for the 
Taintor profiles Indicate the following intra-aeries sequence: 
P-165, P-I1.I2, P-li-lO, (Profile P-139 is not included in this 
sequence as clay fractionation was not determined for this 
profile.) There is greater irregularity in the distribution 
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curves for the clay less than 0»2 and O.O6 mlcrbn than for 
the 2 micron clay, althougli the curves tend to mirror those 
for 2 micron clay. The 2 micron clay distribution curve for 
P-139 also shows irregularity between the and Bg horizons 
that suggests the ijossibllity of similar differences in the 
content of medium and fine clay. Profile P-l6]p appears to 
show minimal characteristics of the Talntor series v/ith a 
medium silty clay loam surface, clay content of percent, 
and a smooth curve to the B2 horizon with a clay content of 
i|.2.li. percent. The clay distribution curve for the 0.2 micron 
clay shov/s a slight increase in tlae A3 as well as in the Eg 
horizon. The fine clay decreases in the A3 horizon, the 
horizon with maximum coarse clay, and reaches a maximuni in 
the upper B2. Profile P-I).12 from northwestern Jefferson 
County continues the trend suggested by profile P-l6^. The 
surface is a heavy silty clay loam v^lth a clay content of 
36.9 percent, and the clay content increases with depth to a 
maximuan of l4.3«2 percent in the B2 horizon. The clay distri­
bution cm'ves for 0.2 micron and O.O6 micron curves suggest 
a two-step translocation of tiie fine and mediiim clay with an 
accumulation in the A3 horizon and also in the B2 horizon. 
Clay formation has taken place in the surface horizons, and 
clay accumulation has occurred in the A3 horizon as well as 
in the 82* Translocation of clay to the B2 lias not been com­
plete. The maximum fine clay in the profile is several 
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inches higher in the profile than the maximm total clay. 
In profile P-Li-10 the clay distribution curves indicate devel­
opment beyond that of p-)4.12. The surface horizon is a medium 
silty clay loam with a clay content of percent", and the 
clay content increases to a raaximmi of percent in the B2 
horizon. The accumulation of fine clay above the horizon 
has moved to a greater depth than in P-Ii.12, and there is a 
minimum of fine clay just below the surface. The Bg horizon 
of P-[|.10 is aomev/hat thicker than for the other Tain tor pro­
files, However, the clay content of the A horizon of this 
profile.la sufficiently high so that there is considerably 
less differentiation between the A and B horizons than in the 
Haig profiles. In profile P-Ii.12 as with the other Taintor 
profiles, the horizon with maximum fine clay is above the 
horizon with maximum total clay. 
The clay distribution curves of the Garwin profile, 
P-lll^, show relatively smooth curves from the surface to the 
B horizon. The surface horizon is a light silty clay loam 
with 33•7 percent clay, and the Bg horizon is a light silty 
clay v/ith i|.l percent clay. The clay distribution curves re­
semble those of the Taintor soils, particularly P-I65, but 
are displaced toward a lower clay content. The maximum clay 
accumulation is deeper in tVia profile than in the Taintor 
soils. The curves for clay less than 0.2 micron and O.O6 
micron have the maximum at depths higher in the profile than 
maximum total clay. 
Porosity or volume composition 
porosity or volume comijosition determinations were made 
for five of the soil profiles studied: the Garv/in profile 
from Jasper County and the tv/o Taintor and two Ilaig profiles 
obtained in Jefferson County. Because of the dryness of the 
profiles at the time of sampling it v/as not possible to 
obtain suitable samples of the surface horizons. Core samples 
were obtained beginning at a depth of about 15 to 18 inches 
in all of the profiles. This allowed sampling in the Bg 
horizon which was thought to be the horizon of lov/est porosity. 
Poui'' horizons in each profile were selected, the lov/est 
horizon being in the lov/er part of the solum or below the 
solum In the upper C. The horizons selected were based upon 
the field observation of the soil morphology. The results 
obtained are presented in Table [|. and graphically in Figure I7. 
The bulk density of these horizons, determined from the cor© 
samples, is also given in Table I4., 
The aeration porosity percent is the most significant 
portion of the data in Table ii. and in the diagrams. The 
larger pores, the sum of whose volumes is the aeration porosity, 
are most related to v/ater and air movement. The lYiesenboden 
soils are, of course, all naturally poorly drained due to 
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Table I|.. Volume composition of Garv/ln, Taintor 
and Halg profiles 
Sample 
number 
Dep til 
Incho s 
Porosity - Percent 
aeration capillary total 
Volume 
soil 
solids 
percent 
Bulk 
de ns i ty 
Garwin, P-i|.l5 
5 10-21 11.1 1^3.l^ 5i^.5 45*5 1.21 
6 21-2iL 11.3 Ii2.8 5ii..l 45.9 1.22 
7 2)+-28 11.II. il.1.7 53.1 46.9 1.25 
9 33'hO 10.2 il.0.9 51.1 48.9 1.29 
Taintor, P-Ii.12 
il- 15-13 9.1 ij.1.3 504 49.6 1.31 
5 10-21 •8.8 ii2.0 50.8 49.2 1.31 6 21-2k 8.0 li2.0 50.0 50.0 1.33 
9 35-il.2 11.0 37.8 1^8.8 51.2 1.36 
' Taintor, P-I4.IO 
II1--I7 5.2 It-3.3 il-8.5 51.5 1.36 $ 17-20 6.1^ 43.2 1^9.6 50.il. 1.35 
7 23-27 i|..0 I+I1..3 48.3 51.7 1.38 
10 Ij-O-li-O 40.9 45.4 54.6 1.45 
Halg, P-411 
5 17-20 43.3 51.6 48.4 1.28 6 20n-23 6.6 44*0 50*6 49.4 1.31 
7 23-27 I1..8 .1 49«0 51.0 1.35 
10 2.9 141.5 44•J^^ 55.6 1,48 
Plaig, P-ii.13 
5 17-20 43.1 14.8,5 51 • 5 1.37 
6 . 20-23 ij.,1 45.1 lt9.2 50.8 1.35 
7 23-27 !]•. 2 il.6.0 50.2 49.8 1.32 
11 5.0 [|.1.9 1^6.9 53.1 1.40 
Figure I7. Aeration porosity (A.P.), capillary 
porosity and soil solids with depth in 
Garwln, Taintor and llalg profiles 
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occurrence In positions which allov/ high water tables. Data 
on aeration porosity percent aid in assessing the possibili­
ties of artificial drainage by tile. 
A distinct sequence or order of the profiles in aeration 
porosity percent may be noted in the diagrams in Figure I7. 
The greatest aeration porosity percent is shown by the Garwin 
profile, P-lj.1^, Next in order is the Taintor profile, P-I|.12, 
from northv/estern Jefferson County. The Taintor profile, 
P-l|10, from southern Jefferson County has an aeration poros­
ity percent lower than P-1^12, but slightly higher than that 
of the Haig profile, P^I|.13, from the same part of the county. 
The aeration porosity percents of P-i|.10 and P-I4.I3 are quite 
similar. The aeration porosity percent of the Haig profile, 
P-I}.11, from northern Jefferson County is between that of the 
two Taintox' profiles in the upper horisson determined, but 
lower than that of both Taintor profilos in the lower horizons. 
The total porosity percent appears to follow the same trends 
as the aeration porosity per cent for all of the profiles. 
Soil reaction or pH 
The pll detei'niinatlons for all of the profiles studied are 
given in Table The pH values plotted against depth in the 
profile are given in Pip;ure 18. The pH values increase with 
depth in the profile except for variability in the sxirfac© hor­
izons. Tlie slight to sharp increases in pH at tlije surface of 
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Table Exchangeable hydrogen, pH, cation excliange 
capacity and percent base saturation of 
Taintor, Iialg and Garv;ln profiles 
Exchangeable Exchange Base 
Sample Depth hydrogen capacity saturation 
niimber Inches pll IVIE/IOO Km. ME/IOQ cti# ^ 
Taintor, P-Ii.12 
1  0-7 6«2  It-.6 39 .9  88 .5  
2  7-11 6 .2  3 .6  39 .3  90 .8  
3  11-lf^ 6 .2  3 .0  36 .5  91.8 
il- 15-18 6.I4. 2 .6  36.0 92 .8  
5  18-21 6 ,5  2 .2  35 .0  93 .7  
6 2I-2L1. 6 .3  1 .9  33 .8  9k..k 
7  214.-28 6 ,7  1 .6  33 .2  95 .2  
8  28-35 6 .8  1 .5  29 .3  9I-J-.9 
9  35-14-2 7 .0  0 .9  25.1-1- 95 .5  
10  5I4.-66 7 .7  ---
Taintor, P-i|.10 
1  0-6 6 .0  l i . 8  35.1 86 .3  
2  6-9 5 .8  5 .0  37 .7  86 .7  
3  9-lLi. 6 .2  2 .9  38 .3  92 .1-1-
i t  111.-17 6 .5  2 .2  37.Ii- 9I1..I 17-20 6 .6  1 .8  36.il. 95 .1  
6  20-23 6 .7  1 .5  35 .9  95 .8  
7  23-27 6 .8  1 .2  3I1..5 96 .5  
8  27-33 7 .0  0 .7  32.1 97 .8  
9  7 .2  0 .7  28.}.). 97 .5  
10  kO-58 7 .2  0 .2  26 .3  99 .3  
11  60-70  7 .6  
12  75-85  7.I1. 
Taintor, P-165 
1 0-5 5 .7  6,[|. 37 .6  83 .0  
2 5-9 5 .9  5 .3  38 .5  86 .2  
3  9-1I4. 6 .1  3 .6  36 .6  90 .2  
k 1I1.-19 6 .3  2 .5  36 .5  93 .2  
19-2IL 6 .6  1 ,3  3I4-.8 9I4..8 
6  2IL-28 6 .7  1 .5  33 ,1  95 .5  
I 28-33 6 .8  0 ,9  30.1 97 .0  8  33-38 7 .1  0 .7  27 .8  97 .5  
9  38-I4.5 7.11- 0  26 .5  100 .0  
10  I1.5-52 7 .9  22 .9  
11  52-60 7 .9  ---
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Table ^ (Continued) 
Exchangeable Exchangeis- Base 
Sample Depth hydrogen capacity saturation 
number inches PH ME/IOO Km. ME/IOO fo 
Taintor, P-139 
92 .8  1  0-6 6 .2  3 .1  I{.2.9 
2  6-9 6 .3  2 .5  I|.2.8 
3  9-12 6,Ii. 1.^8 39 .9  95 .5  
12-15 6 .7  1 .6  37 .7  95 .7  
5  15-18 6 ,8  — 
6  18-21 6 .9  0 .8  35 .9  97 .8  
7  21-21}. 7 .1  
8  2I1.-27 0 .5  35 .5  98 .6  
9  27-30 1A\. — 
10  30-33 7 .5  0 31 .0  100 .0  
11  33-36 7 .5  — 
12  36-1J.2 7 .5  30 .2  
13  1^2-ii8 7 .6  — 
Ik 7 .6  26 .7  
15  5I1.-6O 7 .7  — 
16  6O-66 7 .9  
Haig ,  P- [ | . l l  
26 .9  M M M 
1  0-6 5 .8  5 .2  28 .0  81.ij. 
2 6-10 5 .8  il..9 29 .3  83 .3  
3  lO-llj. 5 .7  I1..9 33 .3  85 .3  
k 1I1.-17 5 .8  
'^l 37 .3  87 . )+  17-20 6 ,0  1-I-.5 39 .0  88 .5  
6  20-23 6 .0  3 .7  38 .3  90 .3  
7  23-27 6 .1  2 .7  3I4-.I 92 .1  
8 27-31I 6 .3  2 .3  32 .1  92 .8  
9  3li-i!-0 6 iij. 1 .8  28 .1  93 .6  
10  ILO-LI.8 6 .5  1 .5  27 .8  91}..6 
11  60-70  7 .6  0  ---
12  80-90 7 .7  
5 .8  
Haig, P-l}.13 
31 .  80 .3  1 0-7 6 .2  
2 7-10 6 ,k  30 .7  79 .2  
3  LO-LII. 5*8  5 .6  31 .2  82 .1  
h lil.-17 5 .8  il..8 33 .3  85 .6  
5  17-20 5*8  I1..5 36 .9  87 .8  
6  20-23 6A IL-.O 39 .6  89 .9  
7  23-27 6 .2  3 .1  38 .6  92 .0  
8 27-33 6 .6  2 ,0  36 .2  9ii.5 
9  33-38 7*0  1 .3  31 .8  95 .9  
10  38-144 7 .0  1 .1  31 .1  96 .5  
11  
mi 7 .6  27 .3  100 .0  12  7 .0  — 
•''"Exchange capacity for P-139 is the sum of exchangeable 
cations, 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Exchangeable Exchange Base 
Sample Depth hydrogen capacity saturation 
nvunber inches pH ME/IOO Km. ME A 00 gm. 
Haig, P-ii-lli. 
1 0-7 6,0 5.0 28.8 82,6 
2 7-11 5.6 5.9 30.1 80,[i. 
3 11-lk 5.6 5.1 31.2 83.7 
k. Ik-is 6,0 il-.7 35.1 86.6 
5 18-21 6.0 3.8 39.0 90.3 
6 21-2l\. 6,2 3.1 37.9 91.8 
7 2k-2Q 6.6 2.11. 35.2 93.2 
8 28-3I1. 6.6 2.3 31.9 92,8 
9 3ll.-il.O 6.6 1.9 28.0 93.2 
10 [1.0-52 6.8 1.5 23.7 93.7 
11 52-68 6.8 1.5 
Haig, P-16I|. 
1 0-6 5.3 7.6 25.7 70,1^  
2 6-10 5.3 6.1+ 214..7 71+.1 
3 lO-lij. §•{1- 5.ii- 27 .0  80 ,0  
k lk-18 5»'-i- 5.1 32.1+ 8I1..3 
5 I8-2I1. 5.6 k.Q 1l0.2 88.1 
6 2I1.-30 6 .0  3.0 36.8 91.8 
7 30-36 6 .2  2,k 32.9 92.7 
8 36-11-3 6 .3  1.8 28.8 93.8 
9 1^ 3-50 6.k l.li 27.7 9I1..9 
10 50-60 6 iD 0.8 
---
Garwin, P-li.l5 
1 0-7 5.6 8.3 28.8 71 .2  
2 7-11 5.0 8,7 29.9 70.9 
3 11-15 5.0 7.8 29 .0  73.1 
k 15-18 5.2 7.2 29.9 75.9 
5 18-21 6.8 30 .6  77.8 6 21-2ii 5.2 6.0 32.I1. 81 .5  
7 2h.-28 5.i4- 5.2 33.0 8I1..2 
8 28-33 5.6 3.9 30.1+ 87 .2  
9 33-il.O 6.k 2.[|. 28.0 91.il. 
10 I1.0-50 6.8 . 1.6 2[|..9 93.6 
11 50-6IL1. 7 .2  1.0 23.7 95.8 
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some of tho profiles are Interpreted as being the roault of 
liming. 
Inspection of Plgi.ire 18 shows that the four Talntor pro­
files are tho least acid of the profiles studied. In 
contrast the Garwln profile is the most acid. The pH of tlie 
Talntor profiles increases to a pll value ot f hj a depth of 
20 to 35 inches. This is in line with field observations of 
Talntor soils. Field pH tests generally indicate neutrality 
intlrie lov/er Bg horizon and below. Occasionally Talntor pro­
files are found to have lime concretions in the upper C 
material. Taintor profile P-139 lias tho highest pH of tho 
Talntor profiles. It also has the highest clay content in 
the surface which suggests that a higher base status has not 
allowed dispersion and translocation of the clay. In general, 
tho pTI range of the Taintor profiles is betv/een a pH of 6 and 
7 in the upper part of the solum and Increases above 7 in tho 
lower part. Some profiles liave a pH value a little below 6 
in the A]_ horizon. 
The Halg profiles, on the other hand, iiave a pH range in 
all cases between pH $ and 6 in the upper part of the soliAm. 
The pH increases above 6 in the Halg profiles studied at 
depths betv;eon about l6 to 27 inches. In several of the Halg 
profiles the pH does not roach neutrality in any horizon 
within the profile, Halg profile P-J|13 does reach a pH of 7 
in the 33 to 33 inch horizon, and the pH values overlap those 
12l\. 
for some Taintor profiles at this depth. Haig profile 
P-I6I4. for which the clay distribution curves indicate the 
greatest horizon differentiation is distinctly the most 
acid of the Haig profiles studied. 
The Garv/in profile has a pH of ^.0 iminediately below the 
surface. The pH of the surface layer of this profile prob­
ably has been affected by liming. The pll increases to above 
6 in the 33 to [|.0 inch horizon and corresponds v/ith values 
of the Haig profiles below this depth. The pH of the Garv/ln 
profile does not go above 7 except in the parent loess. 
The pH values obtained for the soil profiles appear to 
bo correlated with the soil series and v;ith the positions in 
which the soils occur in the field. The Garv/ln profile was 
found to laavo relatively high aeration porosity percent? thus 
water may move through the profile v/ith greater ease than in 
the Taintor and Haig profiles. In the area of the (Jarwln 
profile, the loess mantle is thick and also the local relief 
is greater and water movement is apparently not as restricted 
as in the Taintor and Haig soils . This has allov/ed sufficient 
leaching in the Garv/ln profile to remove exchangeable bases 
and lower the pH, but the profile is relatively unv/eathered in 
terms of clay formation and translocation. The Taintor soils 
occur in positions on x'elatlvely broad tabular divides and 
with subdralnage restricted by the Kansan gumbo til. In some 
cases depressions occur on Kansan till surface. In such 
12^ 
situations there has boon loss leaching and the baao status 
has remained higher although weathering and clay formation 
have proceeded fxirther. The Kanaan till surface also re­
stricts subdrainage in the Haig soils but a greater lateral 
drainage is apparently possible. Thus there has been greater 
leaching of tho profile and a lowering of the pll» 
Comparison may be. made with the pH values of the Winter-
set and Haig series from southwestern Iowa reported by Ulrich 
(3'9)(61). All of these profiles remain acid; pH values in­
crease with depth but do not go above pH 6,^ in the solum or 
parent material. T.he Haig profiles st^^dled by Ulrich seem to 
be slightly more acid than the Haig profiles from south­
eastern Iowa. Winterset profile P-216 compares very well In 
pH with the Garwin profile P-Ij.l5). The pH values for Winter-
set, P-135>ji (^9) are more erratic in the surface and to a 
depth of 25 inches. None of the profiles studied by Ulrich 
have pH values comparable to the Talntor profiles. 
Exchangeable hydrogen, cation exctiange capacity, and percent 
base saturation 
Data concerning tho excliangeable hydrogen, cation 
exchange capacity, and percent base saturation were obtained 
for all of the nine profiles st\idled. The results are presen­
ted in Table The percent base sat'uration v/lth depth is 
shown graphically in Plguro 19. 
The exchangeable hydrogen is higliest in the upper portion 
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of all the proflloa and decreases with depth. The imiiiedlato 
surface horizons of tliree of the profiles have slightly loss 
exchangeable hydrogen than the horizon belowj this is con­
sidered to bo due to llinlng practices. The exchangeable 
hydrogen appears to be inversely correlated with the pll val­
ues. The oxcliangeable hydrogen decreases with depth In the 
profile as the pll values Increase. 
The percent base saturation is lowest In the upper 
portion of all of the profiles and Increases with depth as 
the exchangeable hydi'ogen decreases. It is apparent from 
Figure 19 that the four Taintor profiles group together with 
the highest percent base saturation, the four Halg profiles 
have Intermediate base saturation, and the Garwln profile has 
the lowest percent base saturation. The order of the nine 
profiles and tl'ie grouping is much the same as that shown for 
the pll variation with deptVx. 
The Taintor j^rofiles range in percent base saturation 
at the s\irface betv/een 80 and 90 percent. All increase in 
percent base saturation v/lth dejjth and only P-J.i.12 does not 
reach 100 percent base saturation in tho lov/er part of tho 
soluin. Profile P-139 from Washington County, the Taintor 
profile with the highest clay surface content and the least 
horizon differentiation, lias tho highest base saturation. A 
lower degree of leaching of bases is indicated for this 
profile. 
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Two of the Halg profiles liavo abrupt Increases In the 
percent base saturation of the surface horizons which are 
probably due to liming. However, extrapolation of the curves 
Indicates that the percent base saturation of the Haig pro­
files would range between about 70 to 80 percent at the 
surface. The percent base saturation increases v/lth depth 
for the Haig profiles to about 9i^- to 97 percent In the lower 
part of the solum. The Halg profile, P-i4.ll, from northern 
Jefferson County lias a slightly higher base saturation than 
the other Halg profiles in the surface horizons, but is com­
parable below a depth of abovit 1$ inches. 
The Garv/ln profile, has a lovror percent base 
saturation than the Halg profiles, averaging about 7 to 9 
percent lower at comparable depths. The percent base satu­
ration does increase to a value about equal to that of the 
Halg profiles In the upper C. Extrapolation of the jjercent 
base saturation curve for the Garv/ln profile at the surface 
v/ould indicate less than JO percent for the svirface horizon. 
The percent base saturation of the two Winterset profiles 
reported by TJlrich (59) appears to be comparable to that of 
the Garwin profile, P-I4.15. His data for Halg profiles agree 
v;ith the percent base saturation for the Halg profiles from 
southeastern lov/a. 
The values for percent base saturation are related to 
the pH values. They indicate that the leaching of excliangeable 
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bases has been greatest in the Garvvin profile which has the 
highest aeration porosity percent and the least restricted 
subdrainage. The leaching of exchangeable bases appears to 
be least in the Talntor profiles which occur in positions 
v/ith the most restricted subdrainage, 
ExohanKeable bases 
The exchangeable bases v/ere determined for three of the 
profiles studied. A sequence of three profiles were 
selected: the Garvvin profile, the Taintor profile, 
P-I(.12 from northwestern Jefferson Coimty, and the Haig profile, 
P-I6I1., from Henry County. The Taintor profile was chosen as 
an average profile of the series while the Haig profile v/ith 
the most advanced horizon differentiation was selected. This 
gives a sequence of minimal to maximal Wiesenboden profiles 
in southeastern lov/a. Values for the exchangeable cations of 
the Taintor profile, P-139, from V/ashington County were also 
available. Cations deterrained wore calci'uin, magnesium and 
potassium. Exchangeable hydrogen, reported in the previous 
section, v/as determined for all of the profiles studied. The 
exclmngeable bases for the foiur" profiles aro reported in 
Table 6. 
A comparison may be made in Table 6 betv/een the cation 
exchange capacity as detemined by ammoniuin absorption and the 
exchange capacity from the sum of cations. Quite reasonable 
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Table 6. Exclmngeable bases of selected Talntor, Haig 
and Garv/ln profiles 
Exchangeable cations Exchange Svwi of 
Sample Depth I.'1E/100 gm. capacity cations Ca/Mg 
niimber inches Ca K H ME/100 m 1. Iffi/lOO Rin. ratio 
Garwin, P-kl5 
1 0-7 18.9 0.1|ij. 8 .3  28.8 32.1 11..28 
2 7-11 17 .1  5.0 O.l+l 8.7 29.9 31.2 3.11-2 
3 11-15 16.9 5.5 0.1+3' 7.8 29.0 30 .6  3.07 
h 15-18 17 .1  6.3 O.I4.9 7.2 29.9 31.1 2 .71  
18-21 17.7 7.1 0.50 6.8 30 .6  32 .0  2.51 
2.50 6 • 21-2IL 18.1 7.2 0.11.9 6.0 32.il. 31 .8  
7 2k-28 19. li- 8.3 0.51-i- 5.2 33.0 33.5 2.3I1. 
.0 28-33 19.3 8.3 0.53 3.9 30.ij- 32.0 2.33 
9 33-)-i.0 18 .7  7.2 0.11-7 2 .k 28 .0  28 .8  2.58 
10 1+0-50 18.2 7.0 0.[|.5 1.6 2l|..9 27.3 2.59 
Taintor, P-kl2 
1 .  0-7 27.3 7.7 0.1+6 il..6 39.9 il-O.l 3.53 
2 . 7-11 27.1.!. 9.2 O.I1.7 3.6 39.3 • ii.0.8 2.99 
3 11-15 25.5 9.3 0.1+8 3.0 36.5 38 .2  2 .76  
^1; 15-18 2k. 3 10.3 0.1+6 2.6 36 .0  37 .7  2.37 
18-21 23.9 10.6 0.1+6 2.2 35.0 37 .2  2 .26  
6 21-21L 23.2 10. Ii.  O.Ijli. 1.9 33.8 35 .9  2.23 
7 211.-23 22.2 10.9 O.I1. 3  1.6 33.2 35 .1  2 .03  
8  28-35 20.6 10.1 0.1+1 1.5 29.3 32 .6  2.05 
9 35-il.2 18.1 8.5 O.io^. 0.9 25.1+ •  27 .9  2.13 
Taintor, P-139 
1 0-6 29.9 9.5 0.11.3 3.1 J+2.9 3.11^ 
2 6-9 29.9 10.1 0 .32  2.5 I1. 2 .8 2.97 
3 9-12 27.8 10.0 0 .35  1 .8  39.9 2 .76  
h 12-15 25.8 10.0 0 .37  1.6 37.7 2.57 
6 18-21 2l{-.0 10.8 0 .37  0.8 M SM M 35.9 2.22 
8 2I1.-27 23.6 11.0 0 .3a  0.5 --- 35.5 2.15 
10 30-33 21.0 9.7 0.33 0 31.0 2.17 
12 36-ii.2 20.1 9.8 0.35 0 •M MM* 30 .2  2.05 
111 l|.8-5i). 17 .8  8.6 0.35 0 ... 26 .7  2 .08  
16 60-66 17.2 9.0 0 .32  0 26 .  li. 1.92 
111., 8 5^.0 
Haig, P-161+ 
25.7 1 0**6 O.I1.8 7.6 27 .8  2.99 
2 6^10 13.8 5.3 0.32 6 .I1. 2lt-.7 25.7 2.62 
3 10-111. Ik. 7  6«7 0.1+2 5.I1- 27.0 27.2 2.21 
k Ik-18 16 ,  Ij. 8 .1 o.lt.5 5.1 32. li.  30 .1  2.03 
lO-2l|. 21.5 -12.0 0.56 1+.8 il.0.2 38 .8  1.80 
6 2I1.-30 20.8 12.1 0.51 3.0 36.8 36.3 1.72 
7 30-36 19. ii- 11.2 O.I1-6 2.k 32.9 33.5 1.73 
8 36-I1.3 18.1 10.0 O.I1.3 1.8 28.8 30.3 1 .80  
9 il3-50 16 .9  9.3 O.lt.3 l .k 27.7 28 .0  1 .82  
""Determinations by j. E, ivicClelland 
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agroeraent betv/eon the two values Is seen. The sum of cations 
is slightly higher for most horizons. It is possible that a 
slight amount of ammonium fixation is involved in the deter­
mination of exchange capacity. In the exchange capacity 
determinations the absorbed ammonia was replaced by the 
potassiiaii ion in a potassium chloride solution. Barshad (If.) 
has reported tloat potassium is not as efficient as sodium 
in replacing absorbed ammonium and has suggested that the 
difference in aiTrtnonia replaced from two duplicate ammonia-
saturated soil samples by sodium and-potassium, respectively, 
be considered the ammonia fixation capacity. Bovirer (9) has 
also reported the fixation of ammonia in difficultly exchange­
able foira by soils of semiarid regions. Poth (17) has shown 
fixation of amanonia to the extent of 1 to 2.5 milliequivalents 
per 100 grams of soil for several lov/a soil samples when 
determined by the method suggested by Barslmd 
Sxclmngeable calcium and exchangeable magneslijim content 
do not follov/ the same trends in the profiles. In terms of 
percent saturation of the total cation exchange capacity the 
exchangeable calcium content remains relatively constant in 
the profile v/hile the exciiangeable magnesium content increases 
with depth. Thus the ratio of exchangeable calci\an to 
exchangeable magnesium is higher in the surface horizons than 
at lower depths . Values for tliB percent saturation of the 
cation exchange capacity v/ith calcium aiid magnesium are given 
in Table 7« In the two Taintor profiles the excl'iangeable 
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Table 7» Exchangeable calcium and exchangeable magnesium 
in percent of cation exchange capacity for 
Taintor, Maig and Garwln profiles 
OalciiAm Magnesivmi 
Saraple 
nuitiber 
Depth 
Inches 
saturation 
/a 
saturation 
cf /O 
Garwin, P-kl5 
1  0-7 65.7 15 .3  
2 7-11 57.3 16 .7  
3 11-15 56.1 10.9 
k 15-18 57.3 21.1 
5 18-21 57.7 23.0 
6 21-21+ 55.0 22 .3  
7 2i|.-28 53.9 25.2 
8 28-33 63 .  k 27 .2  
9 33-l].0 66.0 25.9 
10 1,1.0-50 73.3 20.2 
Taintor, P-l|12 
1  0-7 68 .5  19.i|. 
2 7-11 69  V 3  23.3 
3 11-15 69 .8  25.3 
k 15-18 67 .6  28  «6  
18-21 68 ,3  30.3 
6  21-2L 68 .6 30 .8  
7 2lj.-28 66 .8  32.9 
8 28-35 63.3 3l4-.il. 
9 71 .2  33.5 
Taintor, P-139 
1  0-6 69 .6  22.1 
2  6-9 69 .9  23.6 
3 9-12 69 .6  25.1 
1+ 12-15 68 .3  26.5 
1  
9 
18-21 66 ,7  30.0 
2L|.-27 66.5 30.9 
10 30-33 67 .8  31.2 
12 36-ii.2 66.L|. 32.1| 
111 k8-51j. 66 .7  32.0 
16 oO~6D 614-. 9 33.9 
Halg, P-I6I1. 
1 0-6 57.5 19.3 
2  6-10 55.7 21.3 
3 lO-lL}. 5 21(..6 
il- Ik-is 50 .7  25.0 
18-211- 53.5 29.7 
6 2k-30 56.il. 32.7 
7 30-36 59.0 3I1..I 
8 36-J4.3 62 .7  33.1 
9 k3-5o 60 .9  33.k 
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calcliun takes up approximately 66 to 70 percent of the cation 
capacity. The exchangeable mafj;nesi\im increases from about 
20 percent of the cation exchange capacity at the surface to 
about 30 percent below a 30 inch depth. In the Garwin profile 
the exchangeable calciuiu occupies 6^ percent of the cation 
exchange capacity at the imnediate surface, ranges betv;een 
56 to ^9 percent to a depth of about 30 inches, and then 
iiacreases to about 6^ percent. The exclmngeable magnesium 
in the Oarwin profile increases from 1^ percent of the cation 
exchange capacity at the surface to about 2? percent in the 
lower part of the solmi. In the Haig profile the exchange­
able calcium occui)ies ^0 to ^7 percent of the cation exchans^^e 
capacity and increases to sligjitly above 60 percent belov; 
36 inches. The exclmngeable magnesium in the Hai[:] profile 
increases from about 20 percent of the cation exchange 
capacity at the surface to about percent in the lower 
part of the solum. Thus the Taintor profiles Imve a dis­
tinctly higher percent saturation of exchangeable calcium 
than the Garv/in and Ilaig profiles, while the Garv/in profile 
has a distinctly lower percent saturation of exchangeable 
magnesium than the Taintor and Haig profiles. 
The ratio of exchangeable calcium to ma:i;nesium is of 
particular interest. The variation of the exchangeable 
calcium-magnesium ratio with depth is given in Table 6 and 
is shown graphically in Figure 20. The ratio of 
1311-
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exchangeable calcium and magnesium has generally boon found 
to decrease with advancing soil profile development. In a 
study of exchangeable calcium and magnesium of some Illinois 
soils Catherv/ood and DeTurk (ll|.) found a lower exciiangeable 
calcium-magnesium ratio in the more mature profiles. Ulrich 
(61) reported lov/er exchangeable calcium-magnesium ratios in 
soils v;ith greater horizon differentiation. Riecken ()4.l4.) 
has discussed data that indicate tliat in many soils the 
total magnesium increases relative to total calcium as weath­
ering progresses, pigiai'e 20 shows a definite sequence in 
the exciiangeable calcixam-magnosium ratios. The Garv/in pro­
file' has the highest exchangeable calcium-magnesiuni ratios 
and the Ilaig profile the lowest. The curves for the tv/o 
Taintor profiles lie aijproximatoly half-v/ay between the 
Garwin and Haig curves, For a greater number of profiles it 
?;ould be anticipated that there inight bo some ovei>lap in the 
ratios as the Ilaig profile analyzed lias the most advanced 
horizon differentiation and the Taintor profiles are in the 
center of the range of the Taintor series. 
The order of the series for exchangeable calcivun-
magnesivim ratios is not the same as for pH values and percent 
base saturation. The exchangeable calcim-magnesium ratio 
suggests that the Grarv/in profile is the least weathered with 
regard to calcium minerals, This appears to be true even 
though the Garv/in has the lowest pH values and the lowest 
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percent base saturation. The Gai'wln profile has had suffic­
ient leaching to reduce the exchangeable bases, but the 
profile is still less v;eathered than the Talntor and Halg 
profiles. In the Talntor profiles weathering and clay for­
mation has apparently i-eloased additional bases v/hlch Imve 
increased the percentage base saturation and raised the pII 
values although the excl'iangeable calclvim-rnagneslum ratio 
is lower than in the Garv/ln profile. In the Haig profiles 
the exchangeable calcium-magxiesiutn ratio Is still lov/er 
and sufficient leaching lias taken place to reduce the per­
cent base saturation and the pll ovor that of the Talntor 
profiles. At the same time there has been translocation of 
clay in the profile and greater horizon differentiation in 
the Haig; profiles. 
The exchangeable potassi\am content in the profiles 
studied does not ajvpear to shov/ any features of siDecial 
interest. The amount of exchangeable ijotassium is rela­
tively constant v/ithln the profile, and there are no large 
differences betvreen profiles. The exchangeable potassium 
in individual horizons generally ranges between 0*[i. and 0.^ 
milliequivalents per 100 grams i A fev; horizons have values 
slightly above or below this level. The exchangeable potas-
slun; compares reasonably v/ell v/lth that reported by Tj'lrlch 
(6l) for soils from aoiithwestern Iowa. 
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Carbon, nitrogen and carbon-nitroj^en ratio 
The carbon and nitrogen content of the soil profiles 
and the carbon-nitrogon ratios are given in Table 8. Carbon 
detorminations for six of the soil profiles are available 
by two methods; the standard dry-combustion method and the 
more rapid cliroraic acid-titration method (I|.l). The results 
of the two methods are compared by giving the ratio betv/een 
them. The two methods agree very well in the surface 
horizons but in lov;er horizons the titration method gives 
slightly lov^er results in comparison with the dry-combust ion 
method. It is possible that the organic matter translocated 
to lower horizons in the profile may be somev/hat more resist­
ant to oxidation in the chromic acid-titration method and 
thus ciive the low results. Ilutton and Simonaon (21^) com-
I)ared the tv^o methods and found a high degree of correlation 
betvireen them but concluded timt deviations are often large 
and sufficient to obscui^e important differences in carbon 
contents. They did not consider the more rapid method satis­
factory/ for the study of carbon distribution in soil profiles, 
peech, ^  , (1.1.1) indicate that the chromic acid-titration 
method has been shovm to give results that agree closely v;ith 
those obtained by the dry-combustion method v/hen applied to 
a wide variety of soils. The dry-combustion method is, of 
com-'se, considered standard, 
A sharp increase in the amount of carbon determined by 
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Table 8« Total cax'bon, total nitrogen and cai^bon-nitrogon 
ratio of Taintor, Ilaig and Garv/in profiles 
/ v 
Sample 
numbe r 
Dopth 
inohes 
Carbon 
(dry 
combuBtion) Ni tr0 gon 
cf cf /J /" 
g/n 
ratio 
Organic^*" 
carbon Carbon 
(titration) methods 
ia ratio 
Taintor, P-1^12 
1 0-7 3.oi}. 0.2ii.l 12.6 2. Oil- 1.07 
2 7-11 2.314- O.lSli 12.7 1.99 1.18 
3 11-15 1.70 0.136 12.5 1.38 1.23 
k 15-13 1.19 0.097 12.3 0.79 1.51 
5 10-21 0.81 0.067 12.1 0.68 1.19 
6 2I-2I1. 0.5Q 0.052 11.2 0.53 1.09 
7 21.1.-23 0.39 O.OI1-6 8.5 0.37 1.05 
0 20-35 0.29 0.036 8.1 0.28 l.Oli. 
9 35-l}2 0.17 0.023 6.1 0.21 O.Ql 
10 5ii.-66 0.70 O.ll^ 
Taintor, P-i|.10 
1 0— 6 2.73 0.235 11.6 2.76 0.99 
2 6-9 2.52 0.201 12.5 2.ii-5 1.03 
3 9-l).i. 1.76 0.131 13.il. 1.56 1.13 
k 111.-17 1.13 0.093 12.1 O.9I1- 1.20 
s 17-20 O.08 0.079 11.1 0.59 I.I1.9 
6 .20-23 0.61}. 0.058 11.0 0.52 1.12 
7 23-27 0.51 0.051 10.0 0.36 I.I1.2 
0 27-33 0.36 0.011.0 9.0 0.25 l,l\k 
9 33'kO 0.23 0.029 7.9 0.17 1.35 
10 iio-ii.0 0.16 0.027 5.9 0.08 2.00 
11 60-70 0.70 0.06 ... 
12 75-65 0.16 0.12 ... 
Taintor, P-165 
1 0-5 It-.82 0.397 12.1 
2 5-9 3.69 0.280 12.8 
3 9-1I4- 2.0f3 0.217 13.3 
k llj.-l9 1 •jjQ 0.125 12.6 $ 19-2I4. 0,91 0.080 11.il-
6 21.1.-20 0.50 0.056 10.li 
7 20-33 0.39 0.01+6 8.5 
a 33-30 0.27 0.033 8.2 
9 30-1.1.5 0.1^.7 'O.O2O ... 
10 I1.5-52 1.07 - -- ... 
11 52-60 1.36 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
j/ vl 
Carbon Organic 
(dry carbon Carbon 
Sample Depth combustion) Nitrogen C/N (titration) methods 
number Inches ^^ ratio ^ ratio 
Talntor, P-139 
1 0-6 0.300 
2 6-9 0.199 I 
3 9-12 O.II4.7 i 
4 12-15 O.llO'l 15-18 , o g g  1  
6 18-21 0.066 
7 21-2[|. 
8 21J.-27 O.OLi.8 
9 27-30 . oH?-
10 30-33 0.035] 
11 33-36 
12 36-II.2_ 0.028 
13 LL.2-LI.8 
Ik IJ.8-5I|. 0.027 
1$ 5I^L.-60 
16 0O-66 0.0214. 
HALG, P-i4.ll 
1 0-6 2.98 0.237 12.6 2.95 1.01 
2 6-10 2.31 0.175 13.2 2.36 0.98 
3 10-lk 1.70 0.120 LIJ-.L 1.58 1.08 
k ik-n 0.102 LII-.L 0.90 1.60 
5 17-20 1.09 0.087 12.5 O.7I4- 1.1|.7 
6 20-23 0.71 0.068 10 .L 0.55 1.29 
7 23-27 0.1+5 O.OI1.6 9.8 0,314. 1.32 
8 27-31^. 0.31 0.039 7.9 0.20 1.55 
9 3I|.-1|0 0,21 0.029 7.2 0.114, 1.50 
10 K0.I|.8 0.20 0.026 7.7 0.10 2.00 
11 60-70 0.72 0.05 
12 80-90 0.81 0.05 
Halg, P-lt.13 
1 0-7 3.I|.L 0.272 12.5 3.I4.8 0.98 
2 7-10 2.80 0.212 13.2 2.66 1.05 
3 IO-1I.1. 2,10 0.1I|.8 111-. 2 2.0I4. 1.03 
h 11^ .-17 1.72 0.120 111-. 3 1.59 1.08 
? 17-20 IAI-7 0.111 13.2 1.33 1.11 6 20-23 1.19 0.088 13 .)4. 1.02 1.17 
7 23-27 0.85 0.072 11.8 0.7L|. 1.15 
lij.0 
Table 8 (Continued) 
Sample Depth 
number inches 
Carbon 
(dry 
combustion) Nitrogen C/N 
ratio 
Organic 
carbon Carbon 
< j° 
(titration) methods 
ratio 
8 27-33 0.^0 0.050 10.0 0.1^5 1.11 
9 33-38 0.31 0.033 9.)+ 0.30 1.03 
10 38-ijit. 0.25 0.03il. l.k 0.26 0.96 
11 0.17 0.11 1.55 
12 S-75 0.^8 O.lli-
Haig, P-1.1.1I+ 
1 0,7 2.81 0.230 12.2 2.20 l.Oli. 
2 7-11 2,22 0.169 13.1 1.93 1.15 
3 11-11l 1.76 0.135 13.0 1.1+6 1.21 
h Ik-IQ l>k3 0.110 13.0 1.29 1.11 
5 16-21 1.13 0.091 12.1+ 0.98 1.15 
6 2I-2I1. 0.73 0.067 10.9 0.83 0.88 
7 2)4.-28 0.11.6 0.011.8 9.6 O.liii- 1.05 
8 28-34 0.32 o.oiio 8.0 0.24 1.33 
9 3li.-kO 0.2I|. 0.031+ 7.1 0.19 1.26 
10 IJ.0-J2 0.12 0.021 5.9 0.10 1.20 
11 ^2-68 0.11 --- 0.10 1.10 
Haig, P-I6I+ 
1 0'*6 348 0.27il. 12.7 
2 6-10 I.0I4. 0.139 13.2 
3 10-lk 1.I|.0 0.106 13.2 
1+ Ik-IB 1.22 0.090 13.6 
5 18-2I1. 1.01 0.0711- 13.6 
6 2I1.-30 0.1+7 0.0iiJ+ 10.7 
7 30-36 0.33 0.035 9.1i. 
8 36-1+3 0.21„ 0,030 7.0 
9 i|.3-50 0.18 0.022 8.2 
10 50-60 0.10 
lll-l 
Table 8 (Continued) 
Carbon Organic 
(dry 
g/n 
carbon Carbon 
Sample Depth combustion) Nitrogen (titration) •Methods 
number inches i fo ratio (<f ,'0 ratio 
n-arwin, P-l+l^ 
1 0-7 2.89 0.227 12.7 3.10 0.93 
2 7-11 2il|.5 0;190 12.9 2.p Oi99 
3 11-1^ 1;96 0.15^ 12.6 1.87 li05 
ll- 1^-18 0,128 12;2 liil-O 1;11 
18-21 1.26 OillO 11.5 1.15 1.10 
6 21-21J. 0.96 0;087 11.0 0.78 l i23 
7 2iL-28 0.68 0.067 10.1 0.50 1.36 
8 28-33 O.I1.6 0.053 8.7 0;]+0 1.15 
9 33-Ij;0 0v32 OiOli.2 7.6 0.31 li03 
10 ko-jo 0.22 ~--Qi033 6.7 0.19 1;16 
11 50-6ii. 0.1^ •• M M 0.12 1.25 
the dry-combustion method may be noted In the looss i^arent 
material of several of the profiles. This increase in carbon 
is duo to the presence of carbonates in these horizons. 
The carbon and nitrogen determinations show similai'ities 
in the soil profiles rather than differences. The soils 
studied all occur in similar topographic positions and cli­
matic coiiditions do not vary greatly. Therefore, unless 
differences in the soil profiles would affect the native 
grass vegetation considerably it might be anticipated that 
carbon and nitrogen contents vrauld be similar. Three of the 
soils, Taintor, P-165, and Haig, P-l6)4. and have a 
higher organic carbon content in the surface horizons than 
111.2 
the other profiles. These differences may bo attributed to 
past history of the sample sites, profiles P-I6I1. and P-l6^ 
were both sampled on roadsides in bluegrass sod and P-ii.l3 
in a field corner where cultivation intensity was less. All 
other profiles were sampled in cultivated fields. The 
organic carbon and nitrogen contents compare v/ell v/ith those 
reported by Ulrich (6I) for similar soils from southvjestern 
lovm. 
The cai'bon-nitrogen ratios aro similar for all profiles 
studied. These ratios are slightly above or belov/ 12 at the 
surface, increase slightly just below tlie surface, and then 
decrease with profile depth to a value of 6 to 8 in the 
lower part of tlae solvmx. Carbon-nitrogen ratios are also 
similar to those reported by Ulrich (6I), Variations in 
the carbon-nitrogen ratios of soils and the general decrease 
of the ratio with increasing depth in the soil profile have 
been reported by Leifjlity and Shoi»ey (">1) and Anderson and 
Byers (2). Carboii-nitrogen ratios similar to those obtained 
in this study have been reported by Anderson and Byers (2) 
for Brunizem (Prairie) and V/iesenboden soils. 
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Discussion AIID SUIvMARY 
The functional relationship existing betv/een ooil char-
actoriotics and the loess distribution ijattern, in particular 
the loess thickness and the distance from the loess sources, 
has been shown in several investigations of lov/a soils (1?) 
(19)(22){^9)• The sequential nature of the soils derived 
from loess parent material is apxmrent also from the state 
soil association map of lov/a (I1.6) . Three major soil associ­
ation areas have been found necessary to portray the range of 
loess-derived soils of southeastern lovm formed under grass 
vegetation. 
The loeoij of southeastern Iowa has been shov/n by 
Loi^^iton (30) to be thickest at the border of the lowan drift 
plain and to thin in a southeasterly direction. Deposition 
by v/inds from the northwest was postulated. The pattern of 
loess thickness in southeastern Iowa has been indicated by 
Hunter, Riecken and McClelland (20). They show that the 
loess fains exponentially from about 320 inches in central 
Marshall County to abo^^t 100 inches in southv/est Henry County. 
A general inverse relationship between the loess thickness 
and the maximuva clay content of the B horizon v/as shown by 
Hunter, Riecken and McCle Hand (20). 
The boundaries of the tliree loess-derived grassland soil 
association areas of southeastern Iowa are shown as gradational 
llrt. 
on the state soil association map (ii.6). The propoi''tios of 
the soils of one area are considered to gi'ado to those of 
the adjacent ai^ea. In a soil continuum, as oxemplifiod by 
the loess-derived soils, the sequence of soils is linked 
together by a series of gradual variations. Quite large 
and distinct variations in profile charactei'is tics are read­
ily apparent when the profiles are studied at wide intervals, 
but the differences tend to decrease as profiles are observed 
at closer intervals. 
The functional relationship betv/een the soil character­
istics and tVie loess distribution pattern appears to be 
entirely valid and show a relation to the general concepts 
of the soil association areas. The soils studied have been 
selected to bo centrally representative of the series invol­
ved and have generally been obtained v/oll within the 
boundaries of the soil association areas. As soil investi­
gations are made near the gradational boundaries between 
the soil association areas, soils with minimal or maximal 
characteristics of the series occur. They vary in char­
acteristics frora the "central" concept of the series. In 
soiae cases deviation or exceptions from the [general relation­
ship are found which need explanation. Local but important 
factors may subdue the general relationships. 
Studies of the nearly level Wlesenboden soils have been 
made at the boundary of the Mahaska-Taintor and Grundy-Haig 
soil association areas in Jefferson Covinty. In tho mpping 
of the Taintor and Haig series reasonably distinct boundar­
ies between tho two series can usually be drav/n« Tho soil 
association boundary is to some extent characterized by an 
intsrfingering of tho Taintor and Ilaig series rather than 
being strictly gradatlonal. Aroas of the Taintor series, 
v/lth maximal characteristics for the series, are found in 
the southern part of Jefferson County well to the south of 
the soil association boundary and loave been observed to 
occur farther to the south on broad tabular divides in Van 
Buren County. Conversely, areas of Haig soils, with minimal 
characteristics for the series, occur in the northern part 
of Jefferson Coiinty slightly to the north of the gradatlonal 
boundary between soil association areas and apparently 
extend north into adjacent counties. The occurrence of 
intermingled small areas of Taintor and Haig soils tias occa­
sionally been observed. 
Some si,-nlficant relationships are apparent from the 
distribution of Taintor and Haig soils on the tabular divides 
in Jefferson County. Taintor soils occur on the broadest 
divides in the county, principally the central divide between 
the Skunk River and Dig Cedar Greek from the northv;ost corner 
to about the center of the county. The Haig series occurs on 
narrower divides and side branches. In the southern part of 
the county tho local areas of Taintor soils are found at the 
ll|.6 
center of broader divide areas. 
Kansan till underlies the soils on the tabular divides 
at depths of 7 to 10 feet, Moveinent of water tloroush the 
soil profiles is restricted by the v/eathered gumbotil at the 
Kansan till surface. Observations of the loess thickness 
and the configuration of the Kansan till surface at several 
areas of 'raii\tor-Haig boundaries have r-evealed the probable 
occurrence of depressional areas in the Kansan till under­
lying the Taintor soil areas. 
The width of the tabular divides and the configuration 
of the Kansan till surface are local factors v/hich override 
the general functional relationship between loess thickness 
and soil characteristics. Botli affect the moveriient of water 
tlirou.7;h the soil profile am the amount of leachini.^. Smith 
{^2) has presented field evidence to show that soil differ­
ences result under conditions of poor drainage with 
differences in the water table. The ease vrith which v/ater 
may reach the drainageways by lateral movement ajjpears to 
differ sit.;?iificantly between Taintor and llaig areas. Lateral 
movement is restricted in Taintor areas either by the 
depressional areas on the Kansan till or because of the v/idth 
of the tabular divides. Over a period of time there is a 
lower degree of leaching in the Taintor soils in contrast to 
the Ilaig soils. However, if depressions in the Kansan till 
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become dissected or if the till surface rises under the loess 
on the tabular divide, lateral movement of water is enhanced 
and Ilalg soils will occur oven on broader divide areas. 
Local variations in loess thickness do occur, A system­
atic study of the loess parent material has not been made in 
relation to the distribution of Taintor and Ilaig soils, but 
a number of loess thickness measurements have been taken. 
Measurements of loeos thickness in Jefferson County range 
between 86 and ll8 inches. The majority of the measurements, 
however, are betv/een 9li- and lOO Inches. The loess thickness 
curve for southeastern Iowa presented by Hunter (19) pi'odlcts 
a loess thickness between 108 and 122 inches for the distance 
ranr-e of Jefferson County. The -maximum thickness was obser­
ved in the northv/estern part of the county and the minimum 
at the south county boundary. However, relatively high and 
relatively low values for loess thickness have been obtained 
in both northern and southerii parts of the county. Vari­
ations in the Kansan till surface appear to be important in 
controllinfy local variations in loess thickness. The range 
of loess thiclmess at sites of Taintor profiles overlaps that 
of Haig prof lies, Hov/evor, for both the Taintor and Ilaig 
series, profiles with minimal series characteristics are 
found where the areas of tliickest loess for the ser'ies occur 
and profiles with maximal characteristics where the loess 
thickness for the series is least. 
11|0 
Hutton (21)(23) considered that one of tho primary causes 
of variations in soil properties associated with the loess 
thinning pattern was the difference in the length of time the 
soil profile had been subjected to v/eathering, a difference 
he designated as the effective time of soil formation. Such 
differences are duo to the solum being foi'med in a progres­
sively greater propoi'tion of the total thicknestj of loess 
parent material as the loess becomes thinner, assumln(7, that 
the total period of loess deposition is the same and a uniform 
rate of loess deposition. The importance of the variation 
of time of soil formation was reaffirmed by Ulrich (59). A 
discvission of tlie radiocarbon dating of late Pleistocene 
events in relation to soil weathering and profile devolopment.; 
has been given by poth (17)» suggests that, for soils 
studied in northwestern lov/a, it is unlikely that soil dif­
ferences can be attributed to differences in the length of 
time that the soil profiles iiave been subjected to v/eather-
Ing and soil formation. Taintor and Haig soils occur in 
association in Jefferson County. Local factors rather than 
differences in time of weatherin;? ar'e important In relation 
to the differences in profile characteristics. 
Ranges in the characteristics of the Taintor and Haig 
series which allowed satisfactory field delineations v/ere 
determined for mapping in Jefferson County. The Taintor 
series included those soils with poor aeration with a medium 
lli.9 
to heavy silty clay loam A]_ horizon and modorato horizon 
differentiation to the horizon of light to medium silty 
clay. In contrast the soils Incliided in the Ilaig series v/ere 
those with an A-]_ horizon of lij^ht silty clay loam or border­
line silt loain toxtxire and stronti horizon differentiation to 
the mediuin silty clay D2 horizon. The Taintor profiles were 
found to be less acid tlian the Haig, with the pH reaching 
neutrality in the middle to lov/er port of the solum v/hile 
the entire solum of the Haig profiles remained acid, Garwin 
profiles examined were found to have a light silty clay loam 
horizon and moderate horizon differentiation to a 
horizon at the silty clay loam-silty clay boundary. Mechan­
ical analyses of the soil profiles made possible a more 
precise definition of the textural range of the series. The 
A]_ horizons of the Taintor profiles analyzed all have more 
than 33 percent 2 micron clay (33-il-O percent), and the A^ 
horizons of the Haig profiles have less than 31 percent 2 
micron clay (26-31 percent). The clay content of the Garwin 
profile Ai horizon is in the same range as the Tiaig Ai 
horizons, less than 31 percent. The horizons of the 
Taintor profile have a maximujii content of 2 micron clay of 
less than L|.Jp percent (14.2-14.5 percent). The Haig horizons 
have betv/oen I4.6 and ^0 percent 2 micron clay. The B2 
horizon of the Garwin has a lower clay content than Taintor 
profiles, I4.I percent 2 micron clay. The Winterset profiles 
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reported by Ulrich (i?9) liave clay contents of the Ai and B2 
horizons in the same ranre as the Garwin profile. The clay 
contents of the Haig profiles reported by Ulrlch (59) fall 
within the I'ange given above. 
By using the terjiis minimal, medial and maximal intro­
duced by Thorp and Smith (57) the soil profiles studied may 
be placed in intra-series sequences. Garwin profile P-I|.l5 
is considered to be a medial profile of the Garwin series. 
The Talntor profiles may bo arranged in the order P-165, 
P-I4.I2, P-I39, and p-).i.lO. Profile P-165 is a minimal Talntor 
profile with a medium silty clay loam surface and the maxi­
mum clay content of the Bg horizon at the lower i^ange for 
the series. The loess thickness at the j^rofile location is 
130 inches. Profiles P-It,12 and P-139 are medial Talntor 
profiles with heavy silty clay loam A horizons and with max-
imvim clay content of the B2 horizon in the middle range for 
Talntor profiles. The loess thlclcneas at the locations of 
profiles P-lp.2 and P-139 is 102 inches and 123 inches, 
respectively. Profile P-li.10 with loess thickness of 86 
inches is a maximial Talntor profile.. It has a medium silty 
clay loam horizon and the highest clay content in the B2 
horizon of the Talntor profiles. The sequence of llaig pro­
files from minimal to maximal is P-I|.ll, P-l|13, P-I4-II1., P-l6I|.. 
The loess thickness at the sites of those profiles is 103, 
95} and 82 inches, respectively. Profile P-ii.ll, a 
Ib'l . 
minimal Haig, has the lowest clay content In the horizon, 
profiles P-1^13 and P-Ii-ll^. both appear to bo medial Haig pro­
files. The clay contents of B2 horizon are in the middle of 
the range for Haig profiles, profile F-Li.13 has a higher clay 
content of the Aj. horizon tlian the other Haig profiles, 
profile P-lGL). has the greatest horizon differentiation of 
the Haig profiles studied and appears to Imve maximal char­
acteristics of the series. Its sxxrfaco norizon is a heavy 
silt loam and the B2 horizon has the highest clay content of 
the Ilaig profiles studied. 
The ratio of the clay contents of the and B2 hori­
zons, which may be calculated from the mechanical analysis 
data, is considered by Smith, Allaway and Riecken to 
be of importance v/ith regard to the classification of 
Brunizem (Prairie) soils and should also be applicable to 
V/lesenboden soils . This ratio is thought to be a "reflection 
of the degree of weathering of the soil and the degree of 
development of the toxti.u'al profile. Ratios of the clay 
contents of the soils studied are given in Table 9. Ratios 
for profiles of the Vifinterset, Haig and Edina series calcu­
lated from data reported by Ulrich (59) are also listed. 
The Taintor profiles have the highest ratio of the clay 
contents of the and B2 horizons with a range of ratios 
for the four profiles betv/een 0.77 and 0.90. The ratios of 
the Garv/in and Wlnteraet pi'ofiles fall next In line betv/een 
1^2 
Table 9« Ratio of clay contents of the AT and 
horizons of Garv/in, V/intorset, Tain tor, 
Ilalg and Edina profiles 
Percent Percent 
Kcoflie Series clay clay Ratio 
^1 B2 
P-218 y/in terse t'^ 27.7 ko,i 0.69 
p-135 Winterset""" 28.3 k2.1 0.67 
V-k-1^ Garwin 30.7 lA.o 0.73' 
P-165 Taintor 33.k i|.2 * I|. 0.79 
P-I1.I2 Taintor 36.9 1^-3.2 0.85 
P-139 Taintor 39.7 ),ti]..3 0.90 
P-l|10 Taintor 3I1-.3' i|Il-7 0.77 
P-l+ll Ilaig 29.7 I}.6.2 0.6k 
Ilaig 30.8 [|.7.It. 0.65 
p-ii.ii^ Halg 28.0 I|.6.9 0.60 
P~l6[i. Haig., 26.7 lt.8.L|. 0.3'5 
P-221 Haig" 27.9 0.61 
P-1 Haig'^'" 29.0 il.7.6 0.61 
P-220 Haig"*' 2,^.11- I1.9.5 0.3'1 
P-16 Edina" 21.0 52.I> O.I1.O 
P-223 Edlna'"' 21.6 5I1-.6 O.Ii-O 
"Data reported by Ulrich (59). 
0.67 and 0.75* The Haig profiles, including those reported 
by Ulrich (^9), have ratios between 0.^1 and 0,6^. The two 
Edlna profiles have ratios of O.Ii-O. These ratios of the clay 
contents of the and B2 horizons shov/ the least horizon 
differentiation in the Taintor profiles and the greatest in 
the Edina with the Garwin, Winterset and Ilaig being inten:iied~ 
lato in order. The Taintor profiles, however, have greater 
total clay formtion tlian the Garwin, and the exchangeable 
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calc iun-magnesluj!i ratios indicate loss weathorlng for the 
Garwln. It may be noted that the minimal Taintor profile, 
P-I63', and the maximal Taintor profile, P-I4.IO, liave similar 
ratios of the clay contents of the and B2 horizons. 
A sequence relationship of soil properties in the direc­
tion of loess thinning is apparent for a ntimber of soil 
properties studied. In aeration porosity percent the Garwln 
profile Is the highest, Taintor profiles intenaedlate and 
Ilaig profiles lov/est. The ratios of exchangeable calcltim 
to exchangeable magnesium suggest a sequence of Garwln, 
Taintor and Halg In relation to the degree of v/eathering of 
calcium minerals. The Halg profiles have a lower percent 
saturation of the excliango capacity v;lth calcium than do the 
Taintor and GarvrLn px-oflles, and the Garwln profile Ims a 
lov/er percent saturation of the exchange capacity with 
magnesium than do the Taintor and Halg profiles. In pH 
values and percent base saturation the Garwln profile has 
the lowest values and Is at tlie other end of the sequence. 
The Garv/ln soils have been developed from moderately 
permeable loess of sufficient thickness that the underlying 
Kansan gumbotil resti'lcts drainage less than for the Taintor 
and Halg soils. The soils .occur in nearly level positions 
with poor natural drainage, but there lias been sufficient 
movement of v/atex' throiigh the profile to leach easily remov­
able cations and to lower the pH and percent base saturation 
to greater degree than in the Talntor and Hale profiles. The 
ratio of exchangeable calcium to exchangeable magnesium 
indicates less weathering than in the Talntor and llalg -pro­
files, The ratio of the clay contents of the Ai and Bg 
horizons indicates a moderate degree of development of a 
textural profile for the Garv/-in series. 
The Taintor soils occixr in positions v/ith poor natural 
drainage on the broad tabular divides, Subdrainage is 
restricted by the iDresencs of the underlying Kansan gumbotll. 
The soils occur on the broader divide areas and in locations 
v/here the occurrence of depressions on the Kansan till sur­
face has restricted lateral movement of water to the natural 
dralnageways. Clay formation Ims been active in the Taintor 
profiles and has been dominant over clay destruction and 
translocation in the profile. The Taintor soils have a mod­
erate degree of textural profile development. The Taintor 
profiles show leas leaching than do the Garwln and Haig soils; 
they have a higher percent base saturation and less acid 
profile than do the Garwln and Haig. The ratio of exchange­
able calclmi to exchangeable magnesiura of the Taintor 
profiles is Intermediate between the Garwln and Haig. 
The Haig series occurs In poorly drained positions on 
the tabular divides. The aubdrainage is restricted by the 
Kansan gujnbotil underlying the loess. The Haig soils have 
been leached to a greater degree tlaan the Talntor as 
1^5 
indicated by the lower percent base saturation and more acid 
profiles. The ratio of excliangeable calclTom to exchangeable 
macneslum indicates a greater degree of weathering In the 
Ilalg profiles. Translocation and perhaps also destruction 
of clay have become dominant over clay formation. The ratios 
of the clay contents of the Ai and B2 horizons show a greater 
degree of textural profile development for the Haig profiles 
than for the Talntor and Garwln series but less textural 
development than for a Planosol series such as the Edina, 
A sequence relationship does not apjjear to be evident 
for the carbon and nitrogen contents of the Garv/ln, Talntor 
and Ilaig series. The carbon and nitrogen contents are essen­
tially similar for the sequence of profiles studied. The 
small differences that are apparent In the surface soils may 
be attributed to i^ast history of sampling sites, differences 
due to sampling in cultivated fields in contrast to blue-
grass sod along roadsides. The profiles were all sampled at 
similar sites on nearly level divide areas. The climatic 
data available do not indicate sl.jnifleant differences in 
the area of Wlesenboden soils of southeastern Iov;a. Under 
natural conditions the accumulation of carbon and nitrogen 
in these profiles has been similar regardless of the dif­
ferences in physical and chemical characteristics of the 
soils. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Tho following conclusions may be drawn from this study: 
1. Satisfactory dollnoations may be made between the 
Tain tor and Halg series by using the follov/ing criteria: 
Tain tor series with a medium to heavy silty clay loam hor­
izon (33-it-O percent 2 micron clay) and moderate horizon 
differentiation to a horizon of light to medium silty clay 
percent 2 micron clay); Halg series v/ith a light silty 
clay loam or heavy silt loam Ai horizon (26-31 percent 2 
micron clay) and strong horizon differentiation to a medium 
silty clay Bg horizon percent 2 micron clay). The 
Taintor profiles become neutral in the middle to lower part 
of the solum while the Halg profiles remain acid tlirougho^xt. 
2. At the boundary between the Talntor-Kahaska and 
Grundy-llalg soil association areas, deviations or exceptions 
from tho functional relationship between soil characteristics 
and tho loess distribution pattern are found v;hlch are due 
to the dominance of local factors. The soil association 
boundary is to some extent characterized by an Interflngering 
of the Taintor and Halg series rather than being strictly 
gradational, 
3» Tho occurrence of depressional areas on tho Kansan 
till surface underlying local aroas of the Taintor series in 
tho c®neral region of the Halg series la Indicated by 
moasioremonts of loess thickness in relation to tho level of 
tho land surface. 
Ij.. The distribution of Taintor and Haig soils in 
Jefferson County shows that Taintor soils occ-ur on the 
broader tabular divides In the northwestern part of the 
county and in local areas on broader divides in the southern 
part of the countyj that Haig soils occur, in general, in 
the southern part of the county and on narrower divides in 
the northern part. With subdrainage restricted by the under- ) 
lying Kansan gurabotll, v/ater may move laterally to the j j 
\ 
drainagev/ays with greater ease in the Haig areas than in the J 
Taintor areas. Over a long period of time this has resulted 
in greater leaching of the Halg and translocation of clay to 
the B2 horizon. In the area of Garv/in soils the loess is 
thicker and there is, accordingly, less restriction from tho 
Kansan gumbotil v/hich has resulted In greater leaching of 
bases in the Qarwln profile. 
5. The leaching of bases has resulted in the lov/est 
pH values and lowest percent base saturation for the Garwin 
profile, intermediate values for the Haig profiles and 
highest values for the Taintor profiles. 
6, The ratio of exchangeable calcim to exchangeable 
magnesium is possibly an indication that the Haig profiles 
are the most v/eathered with regard to the calcium minerals 
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and the Garwln profile the least weathered. The formation 
of clay in the Talntor profiles has been active but the 
release of bases has kept the pH and percent base satura~ 
tiou high. Clay foritiation in the Talntor profiles has been 
doralnant over clay destruction and translocation, while in 
the Half- profiles clay translocation and perhaps destruc­
tion has beconxe dominant. 
7. The carbon and nitrogen contents of the Garv/in, 
Talntor and Hale profiles do not show essential differ­
ences. 
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